1301

From:
Sent: 17/08/20219:56:18 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 09:56
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam submitting on behalf of myorganisalion

Name
First name
Felicity
Last name
Kitson
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Centennial Park
Submission
To allow coal mining right nextto Wollemi National Park, home to the Wollemi Pine and other endangered species, is just madness.
This will have a devastating impact on this important landscape, which is part of the Greater Blue Fvbuntains vVorld Heritage Area and protects vtal
river catchments.
It just beggars belief that the NSWgowrnment could still be approving these climate-wrecking fossil fuel projects. The IPCC report has told us
unequivocal lythat we need to get to net zero emission by2030 to avoid 'hell on earth'.
Please, stop selling off our nature and our chance of li'eable future to the fossil fuel industry. Someone in government, listen to scientists, the
community and your conscience. This insane project must NOT be allowed to go ahead.
Iagree to the above statement
Yes

1217

1302

From:
Sent: 17/08/20219:42:11 #M
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 09:42
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
rvNav
Last name
lyNdon
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
KHlara, NSW
Submission
The latest IPCC report clearlystates the world cannot afford newfossil fuel mining if we want to protectthe planet \iMiydoes the NSWGrst
consider doing more coal exploration is appropriate at this time?
Firstwe dig coal, destroythe local enronment, then we get more bushfires and foods then we spend moneyto reco'er from them.
Eventual lydemand for coal will run out and then we will spend moneyto getthe coal miners newjobs and remediate the mines, because the coal
companies will go bust bythen.
This sounds like the definition on madness.
Why not make that area a renewable energyne instead?
Thank you,
tvNyay...
lvNav lyNdon
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1218

1303

From:
Sent: 17/08/20219:38:46 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 09:38
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Indra
Last name
Esguerra
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
O'Connor ACT, 2602
Submission
I am opposed to the Hawkins Rumker area being opened for coal exploration.
lam a regular /sitor to Ganguddy- it has been a favourite camping, swimming, walking and kayaking site for me and myfamilyfor many years (pre
bushfres and CO'1D). The area is unique, and very attractive to 'As it Wollemi National Park is full of delightful areas to walk in, explore, orjust take
in the general scenery.
Opening up the area for coal exploration is cl early a precursor to coal mining. I don't supportthe exploration proposal, and I don't beliee that it
would be a positie addition to the area or the local community. Interstate sitors like me come to the area for its beauty, not to see mining impacts.
Indra Esguerra and family
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1219

1304

From:
Sent:

17/08/20219:52:27 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 09:52
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Loma
Last name
Nelson
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2780
Submission
Please do not release this beautiful and ancient land for coal and other exploration. Fossil fuels are being scaled back and ended, and once
destroyed or altered in anyway, the land and its irreplaceable scenery will be lost
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1220

1305

From:
Sent: 17/08/20219:37:07 I'M
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 09:37
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Jon
Last name
Nielsen
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Riett 2611
Submission
In the light of the recent IPCC report and haang regard to the effects of catastrophic climate change on Australia, it is utter madness to even
consider further coal mining in this region, state, or country. I strongly oppose any further coal exploration. I suggest that any scientif cally literate
person with any regard for the future of humanity would feel likewise. Any person in favour of coal is, at this point, wilfully ignorant or actively hostile
to life on Earth.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1221

1306

From:
Sent:

17/08/20219:35:44 #1st

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 09:35
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Ken
Last name
Wlson
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown Postcode
&
Newtown 2042
Submission
Dear Director Energyand Resources Policy
NSW Department of Planning, Industryand Enstronment
lam a concerned indKidual who vsits and invests in Rtstone to rvudgee area.
I am opposed to the Hawkins and Rumker areas being opened for coal
exploration. This is a precursor to coal mining and needs to be stopped now.
ts, reasons are set out below.

THE EFFECTS ON WATER SOURCES
One of the greatest threats is to our region's precious water supplies.
Mnes have a significant negative impact on the water resources of a local area.
E'en esploratorydrilling can crack and drain underground aquifers. The supplyof water in creeks and risers decreases.
Once the water is gone, it is lost forever.
Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and have destroyed biodisersityin waterways.
Subsistence from exploration and mining can crack rock substrate and lower water tables.
The Ryistone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong Riser feeds into the water supplies of
Ryistone Dam and Wndamere Dam.
The proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Rytstone, Kandos, Charbon and Clandulla; water flow to Mjdgee mayalso
be negatively impacted.
This region recentlycame out ofa long drought What will happen in our nest drought if there is a coal mine using so much of our water?

THE EFFECT ON NATIVE ANIMALS AND PLANTS:
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost NSW BioNet has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish spades.
The riparian meadows along Reedy Creek and Breakfast Creek could be lost The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Cow Creek is thoroughly unique and would be under threat.
Mnes would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively impact on the value of the amazing V\turld Heritage
area on our doorstep.

THE EFFECT ON ABORIGINAL HERITAGE:
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk.
tvtsnyof these are not yet officially documented. The existing Hawkins Rumker Restew of Ensironmental Factors incorrectly states there are no
known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area This is despite the documented official records as well as local knowledge
pointing to many more sites.
Significant sites have alreadybeen destroyed bymining and our laws are inadequate to protectthese sites.

SOCIAL & HEALTH lbPLlCATlONS:
Ar, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of tire coal mining sites. Underground mines must bring the coal to the
surface
The Hunter Valley is now considered a pollution 'hotspof. It has some of the highest rates for respiratoryand cardiac conditions in NSW.
There would be a lot more traffic, including heavy vehicles on our local and rural roads.
The quality ofour roads is already very poor and they are not suited to increased or heavy load traffic. Historically, mines in this council area have
been loath to put money into thing anytraffic issues created bytheir presence.
Noise and sibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heasyearthmosing equipment and machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7
days a week
Coal is likelyto be transported on uncovered trains, trucks or overhead conveyors running through our towns, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Ar qualitywould be reduced due to coal dust from blasting, mining and transporting coal.
Mnes would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively impact our mental wellbeing.
The transient and shift work nature of miners can often result in an increase in 'Aolence and crime in the affected and nearby communities.
Socioeconomic distdes form, as locals are often unable to compete with the high wages of miners who drive up housing and other costs.

THE EFFECT OF LOCAL ECONOMK
Large areas would be affected coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas cover approximately 32,700 ha of land and would
directlyaffect 180 landholders.
There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural lands would be dug up or left
fallow.
The oeoole in the recion have built Iona-term sustainable economic stabilitvfor this reaion. This revenue stass in the Dockets of our local

1222

businesses. Businesses at have helped build the tourism industry in the region include vineyards, olive groves, horse studs, beef and sheep
farms, eco-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antiques hops, soft furnishings and knick-knacks for example. These
businesses are incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mines provide a flow of revenue to governments and their (mostlyforeign) owners, however, the flow onto local businesses and local communities
is generally not seen
The Hunter is the biggest coal export terminal, et theyonlycontrlbute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes overseas.
Mining is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and veryfew additional local jobs are created. Like many industries,
mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the next fie hears, mining is predicted to create just 0.4 percent of newjobs
across all ofAistralia.
Justthe throat of new mines being developed decimates wanyof the existing businesses as people stop investing or mcee away—even if the
mine ultimatelydoas not get appro'ed. This has alreadyhappened in nearbyUlan, V\kxllar and B4ong.
The cost oflising, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford, as they cannot compete with the high wages miners
receive.
Local towns close once the mines move on as they no longer have the income from the mines theywere dependent on; and unemployment and
associated issues such as crime, increase. This is the 'eryreason strategies such as transitioning communities dependent on coal mining in
NSWare required.

Vi4-IYDOVVE NEED MORE COAL IN ACLI1utsTE ErVERGENCYCPUSED BY RISING 002 LEVELS FROM BURNING FOSSIL FUELS:
New mines are opposite to NSWgceernment's own net-zero goal.
NSWgceernment's 2021 Intergenerational reportforecasts decreased royalties from thermal coal as international demand falls, both globallyand
from two of our major coal customers, Japan and South Korea.
The Reserve Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to decline in the long-term as renewable electricitygeneration
becomes more vable.
The International Energygency, called for an immediate ban on new oil, coal and gas development.
The G7 agreed to end government support for new coal power by end of 2021.
World wide trend to move to sustainable energy sources.
The premise supporting the release of these areas undermines and contradicts more recent government policies.
It e'en contradicts its own strategic statement about the future of coal. 'Cening up the Hawkins and Rumker areas is diametrically opposed to the
stated intent of"giAng our coal-reliant communities time to adapt". This region is not reliant on coal. This reasoning is analogous to stating drug
rehabilitation is needed while introducing heroin to a community.'

ISSUES \MTH THE PRIA PROCESS ITSELF:
The problem with a 'prosional assessment'. lfonlya prelimi nary assessment is done, the full extent of the social, economic and enAronmental
impacts on the areas remains unknown and recommendations made for release of the areas for exploration based on incomplete information
This will be putting landholders and residents in a state of limbo, unsure if their homes and livelihoods will be lost As it is, some people are
wondering if theywill bother rebuilding after the tires when they may lose it all again, this time permanently.
DPIE has said the PRIAwill be a desktop assessment However, there is limited data for the area, so conclusions maybe drawn without sufficient
detail available.
The depth of assessment does not sufficiently address issues that would come to light with a full Ecaironmental Impact Statement Water is likely
to be a huge issue as the Hawkins Rumker Ganguddy-Kelgoola areas are instrumental to the health of the Cudgegong River and all that relies on
it downstream. This is unlikelyto be addressed in a 'preliminary1 assessment
The Hawkins Rumker Reiew of EnUronmental Factors prepared bythe Government is fundamentally flawed. The geographical area does not
correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal Objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area,
and no threatened fauna and fauna. One questions how the government can assure that any future exploration licenses would include "strict
emironmental management conditions to protect native vegetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and community values" when their own
exploration approvel failed to do this.
Lack of transparency— No transparent method has been provided for how the Government will weight and evaluate the submissions.
This submission process is the onlytime the communitywill have anysayin the process until we are presented with the NSWCabinet's decision.
Lack of real community consultation. The PRlAprocess is as a result of the Independent Commission Against Corruption recommendations that
there should be community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industryand En'Arorrment has been aware of these coal release areas for
over a year, yet it has onlyissued notices for consultation in June 2021. The community consultations occurred after the submission portal was
alreadyopen . In-person consultation was capped atfour groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in ta.idgee (there are over 3000 people
in the greater Ry4stone region). ViAth CO'VID outbreaks in Sydney, the in-person consultation moved to an online format, with less than one week's
notice. This area has poor internet connectiUtyarrd the people hare are not highlyintemet savvy. Expected participation dropped rapidlywith the
move to online meetings.
Reguards
Ken Wilson
Dr Ken Wlson

I agree to the above statement
Yes

1223

1307

From:
Sent:

17/08/20219:30:05 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 09:30
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Claire
Last name
Albrecht
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
lighes Hill 2297
Submission
Please. Coal mining is NOTthe future, and these lands do not belong to you. The traditional owners must retain custodianship of these lands and
continue to respect and maintain them in ways that you seem incapable of.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1224

1308

From:
Sent: 17/08/20219:22:06 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 09:22
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Jessica
Last name
Lumbroso
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
2780
Submission
No more coal it's our children's future we want clean water, hanging swamps and dean air STOP destroying and jeopardising our habitat,
biodiersity, clean water, air quality. Dunn's Swamp Cabot be comprised and neither can our Co2 contribution, if the goemment stoped
subsidising for coal it would not be fnandallyiable. The longerwe keep mining for coal a planet will not be siable! Please don't approve this
project.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1225

1309

From:
Sent:

17/08/20219:20:28 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 09:20
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Michael
Last name
,hnefioId
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Eleebana
Submission
I am opposed to the Hawkins Rumker area being opened for coal exploration. This is a precursor to coal mining and needs to be stopped now.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1227

1310

From:
Sent: 17/08/20218:58:39 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 08:58
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Karen
Last name
Ginnane
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
3056
Submission
Fossil fuels are directyconnected to increasing CO2 emissions and a warming climate. The impact on the envronment is catastrophic and is
going to become more so. The wayforward is to step awayfrom coal and fossil fuels and towards green energy This is supported bythe latest
IPCC report, among many others.
Fossil fuels are the energyof the past and Australia is lagging behind the rest of the world in pursuing further exploration for coal in areas of
ecological and cultural significance. We need to be presercog such areas, not mining them. Please do not allow this exploration to go ahead.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1228

1311

From:
Sent: 17/08/20218:58:02 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 08:58
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
SuburblTown Postcode
&
BROctvE
Submission
Earlier this month, the lntergornmental Panel on Climate bythe worlds leading climate scientists issued a code-red for humanity. Releasing
further land for coal exploration at this point would be a grossly irresponsible moe.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1229

1312

From:
Sent:

17/08/20218:50:51 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 08:50
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
rachel
Last name
swain
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Wallan
Submission
This is sacred Wradjuri Land, It should not be mined and destroyed for profit This land should be protected and preserwd for future generations.
We need to take our land rights serious lyand not just as token acknowledgements at the beginning of meetings. We need to look into the future
and not into how much moneywe can make into destrong land. We cannot undo the damage to the land once it has been done. We need to look
at Itung as one with the land We need to look at our children and what we are leang them. Not just a bank balance Or children need trees,
grass, the waterways. Theyneed our land. Theydo not need destruction and stripping of coal out of that land. We need to protect our earth for
future generations. We need to think about our children.
Do not coal mine. It is a mistake. One that can neer be taken back.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1230

1313

From:
Sent: 17/08/20218:37:04 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 08:37
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
SuburblTown Postcode
&
2260
Submission
Although I do not liw in the area, as a citizen of NSW, lam opposed to anymore massiw coal mining.
The ad'erse effects on the qualityof the air, the effect on water and wildlife and potential indigenous sites is to great to ignore.
Please for the sake of the planet and for the future of our children and grandchildren, do not allow this mine to be approed. Thank you
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1231

1314

From:
Sent: 17/08/20218:23:55 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 08:23
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Sonya
Last name
Engelen
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
2515
Submission
No! Australia needs to respect future generations and reject this proposal.
We should not be pursuing the mining of fossil fuels but, rather, looking for innoatiw ways to meet our global commitments and reduce the
pollutants we release into the enironment
I find it insane that this has even been proposed and must wonder at the powers behind it and the access theyhae to government for lobbying.
No. No.
Son
Iagree to the above statement
Yes

1232

1315

From:
Sent:

17/08/20218:21:12 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 08:21
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2849
Submission
I would like submit a concern in relation to transparency. You state in the Strategic Framework Release that ou aim to deli'erto greater
transparency which I don't believe was completelyforthcoming. You were asked by many people within the zoom calls to share the report prcaided
to the adisorybody- Resource Assessment prepared bythe Geological SureyofNSW. Which you replied was not available for public 4ewing.
This step one in the process Wiere The Asisory Body based there decision on this report - which is a decision that affect our lives and livelihoods
So unless this report is hiding information that they don't want us to see wouldn't it be the rightthing to share the information thatthe decision was
based on. The decision that can destroythe community (indigenous and non-indigenous )as well as indkiduals landholders. It smells like a cover
up- outside interest don't want us to see it Viitiere is the transparency.
vithyaren'twe able to see it?
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1233

1316

From:
Sent: 17/08/20218:20:53 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 08:20
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Duncan
Last name
Dey
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
!vhin km 2482
Submission
lam a Cict Engineer with o'erfftyears specialising in water cde studies, especiallyflood hydrology I objectto exploring for more coal mining,
including this proposal near Rstone.
At the global le'el, Australia needs to cease expanding coal and in fact do the opposite - shut it down Byconsidering this proposal, the proponents
and the state are putting future generations in peril. Please stop!
At a local level, please recognise that coal mining has massive negative impacts on water, especially groundwater. Here in NSWwe have
succesfullyruined manyareas, usuallybydrying them out but also byincreasing flooding. Our soils no longer store water as moisture and our
forests no longer shade the ground.
The specific impacts of mining and of coal mining in particular are well known. Theyare completelyaveidable by using renewable energy instead.
Experience shows that coal mining including washing contaminates surface water. Storage of such water is dangerous, especiallyduring storms
and flooding.
Ecavetion and underground tunnels ruins subterranean waterways, usually by draining them and sometimnes byblocking them. Theyalso
become contaminated.
Mning uses huge quantites of water remcwrng it from the natural water cycle. Ryistone is a beautiful area and depletion of its waterways for such an
unnecessaryactiUtyas coal wining is notwarranted.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1234

1317

From:
Sent:

17/08/2021 8:19:18AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted onlue,17/08/2021-08:19
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Abigail
Last name
Humphreys
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown Postcode
&
Blacktown 2148
Submission
I object to anycoal exploration and new development anywhere in NSW and especially in this beautiful area near Mjdgee
I lid at Katoomba for 25 sears and we would frequently go to Midgee to isit family It is a thriing community.
I object on manygrounds, we are in a climate catastrophe and urgently must transition awayfrom fossil fuels if we ha'e anychance to mitigate the
impact. The recent IPCC report could not be dearer, I don't know whywe are men hastag this discussion???
This is a beautiful area that has huge significance to the Traditional Owners who do not consent Australian treatment and lack of respect for
Traditional Owners has since the brutal colonisation has been one of get out of the wayof the money, this is another example.
Vi/e must not continue on our dependence on fossil fuels.
Do not approw this application.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1235

1318

From:
Sent: 17/08/20218:12:31 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 08:12
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Wiliam
Last name
luNgowan
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town Postcode
&
Katoomba 2780
Submission
Coal is not ourfuture, and Dunn's Swamp is a /tal, critical ecosystem that is alreadyimpacted bydeelopments and transportation developments
I do not believe opening more areas up to coal exploration will make meaningful and/or long term work. Please consider my statement as
staunch opposition to the proposal. Ala time of accelerating estinction rates, everydead tree with a hollow counts to the survival of our native birds
and marsupials.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1236

1319

From:
Sent:

17/08/2021 7:54:19#M

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 07:54
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
l
SuburblTown & Postcode
Clandulla 2848
Submission
I own property in the nearbyClandulla area and lam against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. The reasons for myopposition are
as follows:
Enironment water
We have seen multiple instances of coal mines ruining local water supplies. Even edoration drilling can have destructive effects on aquifers and
springs. Nearbyin the Gardens of Stone there have been swamps and soaks destroyed and theycan never be repaired. Theyare gone forever. A
lot of the destruction has impacts far beyond the site where the damage is directly inflicted, affecting groundwater supplyand qualityfor all other
land users for miles around.
Environment habitat
Mining poses a threatto local flora and fauna through direct destruction, and through the wider disturbance bygenerated dust, noise and vibration.
There are whole ecological habitats which would be under threat These communities of plants and animals are part of our pristine environment
which attracts tourists and employs manylocal people The nearbyCapertee Valleyis one of the top bird watching destinations in the world (yes, in
the world!), generating employment for guides, B&Bs, restaurants and cafes throughout the area. There are manysmall niche eco tourism
ventures that will be destroyed once our environment is compromised.
Coal has a limited future
Thermal coal is steadilybeing replaced worldwide byalternative sources of energylike solar, wind and hydro. Demand for coal will continue to fall
as countries change their energy mix as a response to the increasingly dear evidence of climate change as well as economic factors. The rate of
penetration of solar in the Australian market has surprised the experts as consumers are enthusiastically pushing well ahead of policymakers and
the industry is left scrambling to put a brake on solar generation due to their lack of foresight, even their gold plating of the energygrid has proved to
be incompetent
We need to be supporting our regional economies not byespanding thermal coal exploration but byassisting with the expansion of alternative
industries that have a future, not investing in what are destined to become stranded assets.
Social and community impacts
The disturbance generated bymining spreads far and wide outside an actual mine. We have seen these effects documented in the Hunter where a
massive increase in harmful dust pollution has impacted people directlywhere lung and heart condition cases are nowwayabove the Australian
average.
Noise and vibration also affect people's health. Perhaps not as directly measured as lung disease rates but the effect is there in social and
community issues related to stress and arsriety, such as drug and alcohol abuse, and violence.

I agree to the above statement
Yes

1238

1320

From:
Sent: 17/08/2021 7:41:57 #1st
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 07:41
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Tialoc
Last name
Tokuda

I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
Paddington 2021
Submission
Director Energyand Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and Ensironment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta N5W2124
From: ilalocTokuda 15/8/21
t, Paddington NSW2021

Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
lam against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. Myreasons and/or how itwill impact me are outlined below.
lam 76 sears old and have been Asiting the area since 83'. I also lectured at UNSWfrom 86'-96' on the ErrJronment under Dr Ted Trainer
Issues with the PRlAProcess
This report is terrible and the process is worse. The Department of Planning, Industryand Ensironment has known of the potential coal release
areas in Hawkins and Rumkerfor a year, however they only issued notices for community consultation in June 2021.

The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the opportunities and incentives for corruption in the state's management of
coal resources 2013, included recommendations that there should be community consultation.
Community cons ultations were advertised for 29 and 30 July 2021, et the portal for online submissions opened two weeks before this on 14 June
2021. The only people in the region who were notified were landowners who properties fell within the boundaries of the exploration zones. Apart
from this, the only other notification pros/dad were one-off advertisements in a few newspapers. This is not notifying the nearly 3000 residents in
surrounding areas on R4stone, Kandos, Charbon, Clandul la, Lue, Dabbe, Glinda and Kelgoola. Why is it that these people would not be notified of
potential new coal release areas when they receive their water from the potential release areas, and the coal would be transported through these
areas?

The community consultation meeting were capped atfour groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in Midgee. How could this possiblybe
a real attempt to have consultation with a population of nearly3000 people?
There is no transparencyin how the Ccvernmentwill weight and evaluate the submissions during the PRlAprocess. The Government has not
agreed to make the report on the PRlAoutcomes publiclyasailable priorto its submission to Cabinet. This is also contraryto the Independent
Commission Against Corruption findings, which highlighted the role of public officials in pros/ding frank and independent advice to a minister and
noted that public officials continue to remain vulnerable to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a minister's wishes.
COP 21 and 26 (Glasgow) or United Nations Climate Change Conference (Australia being the pariah of Paris and clings to is pariah status by

identityng more coal projects. This is the weakest part of their proposal, No academic rigor of the adverse effects of their proposal! No mention of
the impact climate change will have on future generations. Already we have seen the bush tires of 2019-20, the foods, droughts and high
temperatures.
This proposal like all others coal proposals will need to address the class action suit brought bystudents. The Australian Federal Court has ruled
that Ensironment Mnister Sussan Ley has a legal duty not to cause harm to young people of Australia byewcerbating climate change when
approsing coal mining projects. This proposal needs to go back to the drawing board to address the following adverse effects. This is the area the
proposal is at its weakest- measuring the Aboriginal, legal, ecological, economical, environmental, physiological and sustainable issues of the
project.

I wish my name to be withheld from the PRlAsubmission site: YNo
Yours sincerely,
llaloc Tokuda

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/2021 7:37:04 I'M

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 07:37
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Dulwich Hill 2203
Submission
To Whom It tvtay Concern,
I'm writing to oppose, in the strongest possible terms, the opening of the Hawkins-Rumker area for coal exploration
Firstiyand foremost, the site contains more than 40 Aboriginal heritage sites thatwill be at risk of damage or destruction if the coal exploration
goes ahead, let alone if a coal mine opens. The importance of the sites to the traditional owners of the land, let alone to Australian historyand
heritage, cannot be overstated. It is morally reprehensible to work against the wishes of the people whose land is at stake here.
Second, the area contains 7000 hectares of threatened ecological communities, including twenty-two threatened fauna species and sixthreatened
flora species. These must not be put under the enronmental pressure that will come from either coal exploration or the introduction of coal
mining.
Finally, the recent lntergosernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report gies a stark and bleak 'view of our future if we continue the production
and reliance on coal. To add to that destruction byseeking more coal to bum, further shortening the horizons of our shared future, is 'Andictise and
unjust. The NSW Governments own strategic release framework recognises that coal has a "finite lifespan as an energy source." Instead,
sustainable energyoptions should be sought instead.
I once again urge the gceernmentto not proceed with coal exploration in the Hawkins-Rumker area.
Sincerely,

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/2021 7:09:25 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 07:09
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
2785
Submission
lam deeply saddened by the proposal of a coal mine near ganguddyas the impact on enironmentwould be massiw, this is a sacred area to
many many people.
This is not acceptable!
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/20216:59:40 I'M

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 06:59
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
M1y
Last name
St Lawrence
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Blackheath 2785
Submission
I stronglyoppose any kind of exploration for or mining for coal or other materials in the proposed release areas. If this ludicrous plan was allowed
to proceed, the en'Aronmental impacts on waterways, fauna and flora would be dire. The destruction of \IMradjuri sites and cultural landscape
would be devastating and must not be permitted. The social and economic impacts stemming from the loss of tourism to the area would be
detrimental to the community. Even aside from all of these direct impacts, it is insane to perpetuate the mining and burning of coal in light of the
disastrous climate future outlined in latest IPCC Report and in the midst of an already changing climate. Please, put the communityand
enchonment of the tvtjdgee region first and ban coal exploration in the area.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/20216:21:59 #1st

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 06:20
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
#NITA
Last name
HEISS
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown Postcode
&
4101
Submission
Director Energyand Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and Ensironment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta N5W2124
DrPnita Heiss
South Brisbane CLD 4010
16 August 2021

Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
I write sehementlyopposed to lam against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration
Mg reasons, concerns, issues and/or how it will impact me are outlined below.
Concerns aboutthe PRlAProcess starts with flawed community consultation process
The Hawkins Rumker REFthatthe Gosemment prepared is fundamentally flawed. The area does not correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker
area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna. One
questions how the government can assure that anyftiture exploration licenses would include "strict ensironmental management conditions to
protect natise segetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and community values" ,when their own exploration process couldn't get it right.
The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the opportunities and incentives for corruption in the state's management of
coal resources 2013, included recommendations that there should be community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industryand
En'Aronment has been aware of the potential coal release areas in Hawkins and Rumker for a year, howeser they only issued notices for
communityconsultation in June 2021.
We all know that that community consultations were ackertised for 29 and 30 July2021, et the portal for online submissions opened two weeks
before this on 14 June 2021. The onlypeople in the region who were notified were landowners who properties fell within the boundaries of the
exploration zones. #partfrom this, the onlyother notification prostded were one-off advertisements in a few newspapers. This is not notifying the
nearly 3000 residents in surrounding areas on R4stone, Kandos, Charbon, Clandulla, Lue, Dabbe, ainda and Kelgoola. Vvhyis it that these
people would not be notified of potential new coal release areas when they receise their water from the potential release areas, and the coal would
be transported through these areas?
The community consultation meeting were capped atfour groups of 50 people, with one of these to beheld in Mjdgee. How could this possiblybe
a real attempt to base consultation with a population of nearly3000 people?
There is no transparencyin how the Gosernmentwill weight and evaluate the submissions during the PRlAprocess The Government has not
agreed to make the report on the PRlAoutcomes publiclyasailable priorto its submission to Cabinet. This is also contraryto the Independent
Commission Against Corruption findings, which highlighted the role of public officials in prosiding frank and independent adsice to a minister and
noted that public officials continue to remain sulnerable to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a minister's wishes.

Worldwide trend to move to sustainable energysources
• The Reserve Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to decline in the long-term as renewable electricity generation
becomes more 'Jable.
• In its Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Mning in NSWreleased in June 2020, the NSWGosernment describes one of its four actions
is supporting disersif cation of coal-reliant regional economies to assist with the phase-out of thermal coal mining
• Australia exports 75 percent of its coal to Japan, South Korea and China. These countries hase followed other countries in a worldwide trend and
committed to muse awayfrom fossil fuels, which will result in decreased demand for coal.
This war, the 07 has committed to end public support for unabated coal generation byend of 2021
• The International Energy#gency Roadmap for the global energysector states the world's coal will decline to just one fifth of current levels by
2040, and to one tenth by 2050.
Water
One of the oreatestthreats is to our reoion's Drecious water suoDlies. This area is rich in natural srinos and bores fumloration and minino can
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have significant impacts on the water resources of a local area. Drilling can crack and drain underground aquiferslO, 11 Once the water is gone, it
is lost forever.
Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and have destroyed biodiersityin waterways.
The Rstone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong River feeds into the water supplies of
Rstone Dam and Wndamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Rstone, Kandos,
Charbon and Clandulla; waterfowto Mdgee mayalso be negatively impacted.
Wthout water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism, nothing to fight bushfires with

Flora and Fauna
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost NSW BioNet has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species.
The riparian meadows along ReedyCreek and Breakfast Creek16 could be lost The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Co),
. Creek is thoroughly uniquel6 and would be under threat.
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively impact on the value of the amcang World Heritage
area on our doorstep.

Aboriginal Heritage
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We have a dutyas a
nation to protect these sites.
Significant sites have alreadybeen destroyed bymining and our laws are inadequate to protectthese sites.
Impact on current local economy
Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas cover approsimately32,000 ha of land and would
directly affect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural
lands would be dug up or left fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stabilityfor this region. This revenue stays in the pockets of our local
businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industry in the region include sineysrds, olive groves, home studs, beef and sheep
farms, eco-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, soft furnishings and knick-knacks for example. These
businesses are incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mines prcude a flow of revenue to governments and their (mosfiyforeign) owners, however, the flow on to local businesses and local communities
is generally not seen. The Hunter in the biggest coal export terminal, yet they only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes
overseas.
Mning is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and veryfew additional local jobs are created. Like many industries,
mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the nest fie years, mining is predicted to create just 0.4 percent of newjobs
across all ofAjstralia.
Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates manyof the existing businesses as people stop investing or move away— e'en if the
mine ultimatelydoes not get approved. This has already happened in nearby Ulan, Wollar and By4ong.
The cost of leng, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford, as theycannot compete with the high wages miners
receive.
Local towns close once the mines move on as they no longer have the income from the mines theywere dependent on; and unemployment and
associated issues such as crime, increase This is the very reason strategies such as transitioning communitres dependent on coal mining in
NSWare required.
Social & health implications
Ar, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
The neighbouring Hunter Valleyis now a pollution 'hotspot and has some of the highest rates for respiratoryand cardiac conditions in NSW.
There would be a lot more traffic, including heaye'ehicles on our local and rural roads. Traffic incidents increase from mine workers travelling to
and from work. The qualityof our roads is alreadyerypoor and theyare not suited to increased or heayeload traffic. Historically, mines in this
council area have been loath to put moneyinto fixing anytraffic issues created bytheir presence.
Noise and vibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heayeearthmosing equipment and machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, and bycoal being transported out on trains and trucks running through our towns.
Trains and trucks are not covered and the coal dust and associated pollution from transporting the coal can travel for kilometres.
Mnes can be associated with increased rates of alcohol and drug abuse, violence, sexual assaults, and other crimes in adjoining communities.
Health effects are already being felt as people experience anAetyand stress about the threat to their regi0n28 and economic stability.
I wish myname to be withheld from the PRlAsubmission site: No
Yours sincerely,
PROF PNITAHEISS

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 17/08/20214:11:04 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 - 04:11
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
96123
Submission
Hello Director of Energy and Resources Policy,

I ha'e been 'isiting the Rstone area for seeral sears now.

If coal mining were allowed in the area, I would no longer isit M'primaryreason fortra'elling is the pristine natural beautyof the area as well as
the peace and quiet that's possible to experience and enjoythere.
lam concerned aboutthe myriad impacts of coal mining on the region. tvbre specifically, lam opposed to the Hawkins and Rumker areas being
opened for coal exploration and believe it needs to be stopped now.
Yet another impact of mining concerns Aboriginal heritage sites, which are already ulnerable because they remain officially undocumented, even
though local knowledge and other official records point to their existence. Similar sites elsewhere in Australia haze alreadybeen destroyed. For
example, the blasting of the Juukan Gorge sites in Western Pilbara. The effacement of the unique past of this region would be easyto overlook, but
it is morally bankrupt, especiallywhen seen in light of the lack of anyfuture for the coal industryand NSWs own goal to reach zero net emissions by
2050.

Sincerely

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

17/08/2021 1:40:42 4M

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 -01:40
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
tvhroubra 2035
Submission
lam a regular visitor to the area for over 10 Wars. It is a place where I can escape to nature and usitfriends. When I first heard from friends of the
proposal to open the Hawkins and Rumker areas for coal exploration, I was in disbelief. Anyone who has ever visited this (or any adjoining areas in
the region) would have no intention of exploiting it for the sake of some cheap, dirtyfuel.
I am strongly opposed to the opening up of the Hawkins Rumker area for coal exploration
I hope that you will be completely honest about this - this is a precursor to coal mining. If you grant a decision in fa'our of coal exploration, you
decide in fa'our of coal mining. End of story. You personal lysign a death sentence to the Hawkins Rumker and adjoining areas
In making this decision, put ourself in the position of local or visitor to this natural area. If this was YOUR town, would you want:
The forced removal of neighbours, co-workers, your friends or family?
For those who stay, would you wish them an increase in detrimental health impacts such as lung cancer, heart disease, respi ratory problems,
kidneydisease?
- To witness the destruction of the local environment through air pollution, water contamination, chemical pollution, dust pollution and the
irreversible loss of animals?
- Acomplete stop to anyform of tourism to the area?
-

-

Because that is simplywhat coal mining in this area will do These are the veryreal concerns if you open the area up for coal exploration. This is
not a remote part of Aistralia where there are no residents to impact, no nature to destroy, no animals to misplace. This is a long-established
communityand natural habitat
The government has a serious responsibilityto the people of the area and to the enironment. The consequences of coal exploration will belongterm and far-reaching. Aid irreversible.
The area will not be able to recoverfrom a decision to open the Hawkins Rumker area for coal exploration. Subsequent governments will not be
able to fixthis.
Don't sell local communities for the sake of cheap, dirtyfuels. The residents deserve more. Theydeserve a future that is supported, not destroyed,
bythe government Theydeserve a healthy life for themselves, their families, their communityand the nature that supports and provdes enjoyment
to their lives. Take that awayand it will destroythe livelihood of the residents and anyone who visits this great area.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1246

1327

From:
Sent: 17/08/2021 1:19:05 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 17/08/2021 -01:19
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Richard
Last name
Pamcutt
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town Postcode
&
Hawthorn Mc 3122
Submission
There is little need to write a submission in this case. It has been well known for decades that all coal mining must stop. There can be no doubt,
therefore, that this proposal will be rejected.
Given the near certaintywith which global warming will cause millions and perhaps billions of future deaths, coal mining has become comparable
with mass-manslaughter, as explained in detail in the following peer-re'Aewed open-access journal article:
https:llwww.frontiersin.org/artides/10.3389/fpsg.2019.02323/full
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

16/08/2021 11:50:18 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 - 23:50
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name
a

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
2754
Submission
I'm an aboriginal man and I know the eutreme negative impact that coal mining has on waterways, groundwater, land subsidence and Country in
general. lalso know that when burnt, coal is di rectly causi ng worse bushttres and heat waves around this continent To meet the Paris targets you
lot set ourselves, you will all have to stop building coal mines and power stations. Other places are doing it andyou'll have nowhere to sell your
coal to. Cut this project now before it grows into a true disaster - our natural places are all we have left.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1248
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From:
Sent: 16/08/2021 11:15:52 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 -23:15
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
2120
Submission
lam strongly agai nst the proposed release of the Rumker and Hawkins areas for mining exploration. These regions hold signif cant wlue, from
agricultural, biodisersity,Pboriginal cultural and regional tourism perspectives. Wing exploration in these areas threatens to undermine these
alues, and the likelihoods, prosperityand propertyprices of thousands of community members liking across the region.
Use of fossil fuel powered energyis driving our planet to the brink of climate collapse. As the world moves towards this realisation, it seems both
cynical and irresponsible to threaten this special region with the pall of mining, and all the social and eceironmental harm it can bring, knowing that
the data of fossil fuel extraction and use are numbered.
I therefore urge PRIAto consider these impacts when weighing up the risks and benefits of this proposal.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

16/08/2021 10:46:23 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 - 22:46
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
carolyn
Last name
ienna
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Glebe
Submission
lam againstthe proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. Myreasons and/or how itwill impactme are outlined below.

I am 58 years of age and have been isiting the area for decades years My mother lives on country
Issues with the PRlAProcess
The Hawkins Rumker REFthatthe Government prepared is fundamentally flawed. The area does not correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker
area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna. One
questions how the government can assure that anyfuture exploration licenses would include 'strict en'ironmentaI management conditions to
protect natiw wgetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and communitywlues" ,when their own exploration process couldn't get it right.
The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the opportunities and incentiws for corruption in the state's management of
coal resources 2013, included recommendations that there should be community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industryand
Enironment has been aware of the potential coal release areas in Hawkins and Rumker for a year, howewr theyonlyissued notices for
community consultation in June 2021.
Community consultations were adwrtsed for 29 and 30 July2021, yet the portal for online submissions opened two weeks before this on 14 June
2021. The onlypeople in the region who were notified were landowners who properties fell within the boundaries of the exploration zones. Apart
from this, the onlyother notification proided were one-off adAertisements in a few newspapers. This is not notifying the nearly3000 residents in
surrounding areas on Ryistone, Kandos, Charbon, Clandulla, Lue, Dabbe, Oinda and Kelgoola. Weyis it that these people would not be notified of
potential new coal release areas when they recee their water from the potential release areas, and the coal would be transported through these
areas?
The community consultation meeting were capped at four groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in M.idgee. How could this possibly be
a real attempt to haw consultation with a population of nearly 3000 people?
There is no trans parency in how the Government will weight and ewluate the submissions during the PRlAprocess. The Government has not
agreed to make the report on the PRlAoutcomes publiclyawilable prior to its submission to Cabinet. This is also contraryto the Independent
Commission Against Corruption findings, which highlighted the role of public officials in pro'iding frank and independent adsice to a minister and
noted that public officials continue to remain vulnerable to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a minister's wishes.

Worldwide the trend to mow to sustainable energysources . \fvhycant we be more like germanywho leads the way in this

Water
One of the greatestthreats is to our region's precious water supplies. This area is rich in natural springs and bores. Exploration and mining can
haw significant impacts on the water resources ofa local area. Drilling can crack and drain underground aquiferslo, 11. Once the water is gone, it
is lost forewr.
Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and haw destroyed biodiwrsityin waterways.
The Ryistone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong Rker feeds into the water supplies of
Ryistone Dam and Wndamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Ryistone, Kandos,
Charbon and Clandulla; waterfowto k&idgee mayalso be negatkelyimpacted.
Wthout water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism, nothing to tight bushfires with

Flora and Fauna
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost NSW BioNet has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species.
The riparian meadows along ReedyCreek and Breakfast Creek16 could be lost The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Cous Creek is thoroughly uniquel6 and would be under threat.
Mnes would transform our beautiful area into an unsiohfiv. industrialised one and neoatiwlvimnacton the wlue of the amcana \/\kald Heritaoe
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area on our doorstep
Aboriginal Heritage

There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We have a dutyas a
nation to protect these sites.
Significant sites have already been destroyed by mining and our laws are inadequate to protect these sites.
As a first nations woman mweIf i am concerned. This is mycountrWradjuri) we are talking about and o'er the whole continent this is a trend to
mine everything/anything. This disconnects us from our sacred land.
Impact on current local economy
Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas coer approsimately32,000 ha of land and would
directly affect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural
lands would be dug up or left fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stabilityfor this region. This revenue stays in the pockets of our local
businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industry in the region include 'AneAards, olive groves, horse studs, beef and sheep
farms, eco-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, soft furnishings and knick-knacks for example. These
businesses are incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mines provide a flow of revenue to governments and their (mosfiyforeign) owners, however, the flow on to local businesses and local communities
is generallynot seen The Hunter in the biggest coal export terminal, et they only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes
overseas.
Mining is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and veryfew additional local jobs are created. Like many industries,
mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the nextfi'e sears, mining is predicted to create Just 0.4 percent of newjobs
across all ofAistralia.
Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates manyof the existing businesses as people stop investing or move away— e'en if the
mine ultimatelydoes not get approved. This has already happened in nearby Ulan, Wollar and B4ong.
The cost of tang, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford, as theycannot compete with the high wages miners
receive.
Local towns close once the mines move on as they no longer have the income from the mines theywere dependent on; and unemployment and
associated issues such as crime, increase. This lathe veryreason strategies such as fransitioning communities dependent on coal mining in
NSWare required.
Social & health implications
Ar, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
The neighbouring Hunter Valleyis now a pollution 'hotspot' and has some of the highest rates for respiratoryand cardiac conditions in NSW.
There would be a lot more traffic, including heayAehicles on our local and rural roads. Traffic incidents increase from mine workers travelling to
and from work. The qualityof our roads is already very poor and theyare not suited to increased or heaload traffic. Historically, mines in this
council area have been loath to put moneyinto fixing anyti-affic issues created bytheir presence.
Noise and 'vibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heawearthmo'Ang equipment and machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, and bycoal being transported out on trains and trucks running through ourtowns.
Trains and trucks are not covered and the coal dust and associated pollution from transporting the coal can travel for kilometres.
Mines can be associated with increased rates of alcohol and drug abuse, violence, sexual assaults, and other crimes in adjoining communities.
Health effects are already being felt as people experience ansietyand stress about the threat to their regi0n28 and economic stability.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

16/08/2021 10:39:46 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 - 22:39
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Keith
Last name
Brister
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Blackheath 2785
Submission
lam a retiree liing in the Blue Mjuntains.
lam most concerned aboutthe impact of Climate Change on our existence and note that the lEAhas recentlystated that there should be no new
fossil fuel development
It is therefore clearlyinappropnate to consider releasing newareas forcoal exploration and I insistthatthis should not be done.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

16/08/2021 10:21:23 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 - 22:21
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2783
Submission
Its against all logic and social and economic dutyto cons iderthis new coal exploration. Coal is dirtyand harmful to humans, its better left in the
ground. The emissions from burning coal contribute to CO2 in turn, warming up the earth, sea and all life forms. If you ha'e any sense we should
be trans itioni ng to renewables, like solar and wind power. Its not too late to stop this horrendous pit swallowing up our land, flora, fauna and
shameful waste of resources.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 16/08/2021 10:06:11 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 - 22:06
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
lindfield 2070
Submission
I haw been associated with this area for manyears.
lam extremelyconcemed and opposed to the Hawkins and Rumker areas being opened up for coal mining.
These mines would have a NEGA11\E lbPfCT on the water resources of the local area. Once this water is gone it is LOSTforeer.
Mines would make our beautiful area into an ugly industrialised landscape and negatively impact on our amautag wildlife and beautiful flora and
fauna which would be lost forewr.
Waterways would be destroyed and lead to loss offish habitat.
This can NOTgo ahead, itwould beatrawsty.
Sincerely
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

16/08/20219:58:41 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 -21:58
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Rylstone 2849
Submission
I object to the release of anymore of our countryfor mining purposes. I feel that the long term effects of the destruction of our ermronmentwill be far
more hazardous than the value of thhe short term gain.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

16/08/20219:57:32 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Msn, 16/08/2021 -21:57
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Gael
Last name
Kennedy
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Harolds Cross 2622
Submission
lam a 69 year-old farmer with a cattle property in the Southern Tablelands region of NSW. lam committed to the benefits of regenerative farming
and see the maintenance of iable farmland as a high priority for our long-term health, local economies and an important contri butor to long-term
food security.
I am also a regular vsitor to the Kandos/Rytstone area, and extremely concerned therefore about the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration.
I do not supportthis and cannot understand wtiythe Government is considering coal leases at all, given climate change and the commitment of
manycountries worldwide to phase out their reliance on thermal coal.
It is myunderstanding that most Australian coal is exported to China, Japan and South Korea, who have all made commitments to move from
fossil fuels, so a mining industryin the Hawkins/Rumker region will most likelybe in decline before it even begins. ViThyeen startthis process
given the long-term prospects of coal mining?
Given the current situation of impending global catastrophic weather conditions due to sluggish action bygceernments, it seems irresponsible for
the NSWgceernmentto be making this proposal. tYilylastweek the UN IPCC reports warned that "Global greenhouse gas emissions must peak
in the next fouryears, coal and gas-fired power plants must close in the next decade and lifestyle and behaJoural changes will be needed to avoid
climate breakdown" according to The Guardian.
Surelythe NSWgceernment should be mov ing forward to support the growth of renewable energynot taking a backwards step to developing more
coal mining.
The Kandos/Rystone area is beautiful with manyhectares of producti'e farmland, and a rich biodKerse fora and fauna. lam concerned that the
impactof coal mining in the area would have a detrimental impact on this.

rvi understanding is that the proposed Hawkins/Rumker coal release area covers approximately 32,000 ha of land and is home to around 180
landholders. If coal is mined in this region there will be a significant loss of agricultural lands, waterwould be affected, and the impact could lead to
the decline of farms, causing them to close and overall productive agricultural lands to be lost or leftfallow.
lam concerned that it could affectthe local water supplytoo, to the towns of Rylstone, Kandos, Charbon and Clandulla, as well as rvljdgee
possibly Open cut and underground coal mines have the potential to cause water contamination and have destroyed biodi'ersityin waterways.
lam familiarwith the impactof mining in mylocal region in the small town of Captains Flat, where manyhectares of farmland were rendered
unusable as a result of pollution from the mines following unwpected flooding from heaysrain events in 1939 and 1942 To this daythis rich
farming land is unusable, despite attempts at remediation through government funded initiatives, and the area has high levels of lead affecting the
health of local children, amongst others.
Pollution does not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining areas themselves. The Hunter Valleyis nowa pollution 'hotspot' will a population
with some of the highest rates for respiratory and cardiac conditions in the State.
To reiterate, I cannot understand whythe NSWGceernment is considering leases for coal exploration. It makes no sense given the current
situation of climate change and the known impactofthe burning of coal, long -term decline in thermal coal, and the potential impact mining may
have on the district's farmland, water supply, and health and well-being of local communities.
I do not support this proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Gael Kennedy
Blackwood Hill Farm, Harolds Cross

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

16/08/20219:41:27 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Mm, 16/08/2021 -21:41
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
2655
Submission
lam a proud Abiriginal woman that has spent alot of time in this part ofWradjuri country, it is wry powerful country, beautiful country.
This area is sacred and should not be drilled let alone mined.
The water that springs from these mountains supports the life of the surrounding towns.
Supports countess species of plants and animals Some of these animals are sacred too and haw dreamtime stories and songlines intertwined
with them in the landscape and its people and people from other tribes.
You cannot continue to traumatise the Aboriginal community bygiang away and destro/ng their sacred places and sites.
It is entrenched in our people to respect and honour our family our country our culture and ancient sites.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

16/08/20219:38:46 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 -21:38
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Sasha
Last name
Fleming
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2032
Submission
Hi
lam personally dismaed that our country ran be considering more coal mines. Half the world is on fire, or eeriendng e*eme heatwa'es, while
other parts experience extreme foods. Al because of fossil fuels. The recent lPCC report warned we must make dramatic cuts in greenhouse gas
emissions in the nex 10 sears or risk catastrophe. lam terrified for mychildren, and for the planet Australia is the largest exporter of natural gas
and coal - we are the drug dealers selling 'ice" to the poor. We must stop - for the sake of our children and the planet. Please reject this project on
the grounds it would cause extreme damage to our planet Which it will. No amount of money can justify such a crime.
Sincerely,
Sasha Fleming
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 16/08/20219:36:41 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 -21:36
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Mitchell
Last name
Johns
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Rosemeadow
Submission
Vvhyon earth with climate change the wayit is would we allow for further coal esiraction? There are better ways to pump up the economy. Lets not
take a backwards step.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1262

1339

From:
Sent:

16/08/20219:24:21 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 -21:24
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Zachary
Last name
Joseph-Wood
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Bulli, 2516
Submission
I'm concerned about this project. At a time of rapid decline in coal production and exportation and necessityto diwrt before coal becomes a major
stranded asset, whyare we building new areas for exploration. Putting aside the en'ironmental and social concerns, surelythe slim demand for
new coal resources doesn't justify its dewlopment, particularly when major coal plants across the countryhaw been operating below normal
lewis fora consistent period of time, indicating the shift away. I desperately urge those it mayconcern to reevaluate this dewlopment, and putthe
ernironment and the long-term benefit of the communityfirst
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

16/08/20219:22:49 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 -21:22
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Parkdale
Submission

Parramatta N5W2124

t
Parkdale '1C 3195

16/08/21

Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

lam against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. M>ireasons and how it will impact communityare outlined below.

lam
sears of age and have been Itang in cklboume, Wrundjeri country all my life. I salue Aboriginal sacred sites, and I believe that the
Australian gosernment is not doing enough to protect these sites. We can build and build, but we can never bring back places that you choose to
destroy.
Issues with the PRlAProcess:
The Hawkins Rumker REFthatthe Gosemment prepared is fundamentally flawed. The area does not correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker
area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna. One
questions how the government can assure that anyfuture exploration licenses would include "strict ensironmental management conditions to
protect natise segetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and community values" ,when their own exploration process couldn't get it right
The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the opportunities and incentises for corruption in the state's management of
coal resources 2013, included recommendations that there should be community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industryand
Ensironment has been aware of the potential coal release areas in Hawkins and Rumker for a year, howeser theyonly issued notices for
community consultation in June 2021.
Community consultations were adsertised for 29 and 30 July2021, hat the portal for online submissions opened two weeks before this on 14 June
2021. The onlypeople in the region who were notified were landowners who properties fell within the boundaries of the exploration cones. Apart
from this, the onlyother notification prosided were one-off advertisements in a few newspapers. This is not notifying the nearly3000 residents in
surrounding areas on Rhfstone, Kandos, Charbon, Clandulla, Lue, Dabbe, Oinda and Kelgoola. Weyis it thatthese people would not be notified of
potential new coal release areas when they receise their water from the potential release areas, and the coal would be transported through these
areas?
The communityconsultation meeting were capped atfour groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in Mdgee. How could this possiblybe
a real attempt to hase consultation with a population of nearly3000 people?
There is no transparencyin how the Government will weight and esaluate the submissions during the PRlAprocess. The Government has not
agreed to make the report on the PRlAoutcomes publiclyasailable priorto its submission to Cabinet This is also contraryto the Independent
Commission Against Corruption findings, which highlighted the role of public officials in prosiding frank and independent adsice to a minister and
noted that public officials continue to remain vulnerable to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a minister's wishes.
The Reserse Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to dedine in the long-term as renewable electricity generation
becomes more sable.
In its Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Wing in NSW released in June 2020, the NSW Government describes one of its four actions is
supporting disersification of coal-reliant regional economies to assist with the phase-out of thermal coal mining
Australia exports 75 percent of its coal to Japan, South Korea and China. These countries have followed other countries in a worldwide trend and
committed to mose awayfrom fossil fuels, which will result in decreased demand for coal
This year, the G7 has committed to end public support for unabated coal generation by end of 2021.
The International EneravkiencvRoadmaoforthe olobal enerovsector states the world's coal will decline to lust one fifth of current lesels bv2040.
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and to one tenth by 2050.

Water
One of the greatest threats is to our region's precious water supplies. This area is rich in natural springs and bores. Eploration and mining can
have significant impacts on the water resources of local area. Drilling can crack and drain underground aquifers 10, 11. Once the water is gone, it
is lost foreer.
Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and have destroyed biodiersityin waterways.
The Ryistone Dam catchment is in the proposed wploration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong River feeds into the water supplies of
Rytstone Dam and \IiAndamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Rytstone, Kandos,
Charbon and Clandulla; waterfowto M.idgee mayalso be negatively impacted.
Wthout water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism, nothing to fight bushfires with.
Flora and Fauna:
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost NSW BioNet has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species.
The riparian meadows along ReedyCreek and Breakfast Creek16 could be lost The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Coe Creek is thoroughly uniquel6 and would be under threat
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatiely impact on the value of the amazing Vrbrtd Heritage
area on our doorstep.
Aboriginal Heritage:
There are a significant number ofboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We have a dutyas a
nation to protect these sites.
Significant sites have alreadybeen destroyed bymining and our laws are inadequate to protectthese sites.
Impact on current local economy
Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas cover approAmately32,000 ha of land and would
directlyaffect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water, and productie agricultural
lands would be dug up or left fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stability for this region. This revenue stays in the pockets of our local
businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industryin the region include vneyards, olive groes, horse studs, beef and sheep
farms, eco-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, softfurnishings and knick-knacks forexample. These
businesses are incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mines proide a f ow of reenue to governments and their (mosilyforeign) owners, however, the f ow on to local businesses and local communities
is generally not seen. The Hunter in the biggest coal eç.ort terminal, yet they only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes
overseas.
Mining is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and veryfewadditional local jobs are created. Like manyindustries,
mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the nextfie years, mining is predicted to createjust 0.4 percent of new jobs
across all ofAjstralia.
Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates manyof the wasting businesses as people stop investing or mow away— een if the
mine ultimatelydoes not get approed. This has alreadyhappened in nearbyUlan, Wollar and Bytong.
The cost of sing, especially housing, is often drien up to levels locals can no longer afford, as they cannot compete with the high wages miners
receive.
Local towns close once the mines move on as they no longer have the income from the mines theywere dependent on; and unemployment and
associated issues such as crime, increase. This is the veryreason strategies such as transitioning communities dependent on coal mining in
NSWare required.
Social & health implications:
Ar, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites
The neighbouring Hunter Valleyis now a pollution 'hotspot' and has some of the highest rates for respiratoryand cardiac conditions in NSW.
There would be a lot more traffic, including heeWehicles on our local and rural roads Traffic incidents increase from mine workers travelling to
and from work. The qualityof our roads is alreadyery poor and they are not suited to increased or heavy load traffic. Historically, mines in this
council area have been loath to put moneyinto thing anytraffic issues created bytheir presence.
Noise and vbration will dramatically increase with blasting, heayearthmoing equipment and machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, and bycoal being transported out on trains and trucks running through our towns.
Trains and trucks are not covered and the coal dust and associated pollution from transporting the coal can travel for kilometres
Mines can be associated with increased rates of alcohol and drug abuse, violence, seaial assaults, and other crimes in adjoining communities.
Health effects are alreadybeing felt as people ruperience ansetyand stress about the threat to their regi0n28 and economic stability.
Please put culture and enironmentoer'profif.
Wth kindness,

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

16/08/20219:04:53 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 -21:04
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Tiffany
Last name
Vifung
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
4101
Submission
As the first part of the IPCC Sixth Assessment Reportwas released this month, the eidence states that "Human-induced climate change is
already affecting manyweather and climate wriremes in eeryregion across the globe. Esctence of observed changes in extremes such as
heatwaves, heaprecipitation, droughts, and tropical cyclones, and, in particular, their attribution to human influence, has strengthened since the
Fifth Assessment Report (PRS)." The proposed mines will exacerbate the effects of climate change through indirect emissions (scope 3).
Furthermore, the proposed mines are bordering UNESCO parks and state forests which will affectthe species through pollution, land clearing, etc.
The long-term effects of the mine are uncertain butwill certainlynot positively affect the nearbyhabitats.
The proposed mines should not go forward as it is enaronmentallydetrimental. lfyu want,Australia lobes leading countryin the en'Aronment and
have sustainable development, fossil fuels are not the way.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

16/08/20219:04:17 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 -21:04
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2500
Submission
In light of worsening climate change and a global shifttowards renewable industries, pursuing coal exploration and extraction is counter
productFe, backwards and onlygoing to be economically, sociallyand enckonmentallyunsustainable in the long run. As a young person, lam
scared for myfuture when coal exploration licences continue to be handed out. I objectto this proposal strongly, alongside many other objectors
There is no place for more coal mining in the Hawkins, so do not ewn begin to allow or suggest it.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

16/08/20218:46:02 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 - 20:43
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Patricia
Last name
Donoghue
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Katoomba 2780
Submission
Director Energyand Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and En'Aronment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta N5W2124

Patricia Donoghue
Katoomba 2780
16th August 2021
Submission forthe Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

lam againstthe proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. Myreasons and/or how itwill impact me are outlined below.

lam 56 hears of age and hae been tsitlng and camping in the area for manyyears
Issues with the PRlAProcess
The Hawkins Rumker REFthatthe Government prepared is fundamentally flawed. The area does not correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker
area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna. One
questions how the government can assure that anyfüture exploration licenses would include "strict envronmental management conditions to
protect native vegetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and communityvelues" ,when their own exploration process couldn't get it right.
The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the opportunities and incentives for corruption in the state's management of
coal resources 2013, included recommendations that there should be community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industryand
En'Aronment has been aware of the potential coal release areas in Hawkins and Rumker for a hear, however they only issued notices for
community consultation in June 2021.
Community consultations were advertised for 29 and 30 July2021, het the portal for online submissions opened two weeks before this on 14 June
2021. The onlypeople in the region who were notified were landowners who properties fell within the boundaries of the exploration zones. Apart
from this, the onlyother notification proded were one-off advertisements in a few newspapers. This is not notifying the near1y3000 residents in
surrounding areas on Rhtstone, Kandos, Charbon, Clandulla, Lue, Dabbe, Oinda and Kelgoola. V\thyis it that these people would not be notified of
potential new coal release areas when they receive their water from the potential release areas, and the coal would be transported through these
areas?
The community consultation meeting were capped atfour groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in Mjdgee. How could this possiblybe
a real attempt to have consultation with a population of noarly3000 people?
There is no transparency in how the Government will weight and evaluate the submissions during the PRIA process. The Government has not
agreed to make the report on the PRlAoutcomes publiclyaveilable priorto its submission to Cabinet This is also contraryto the Independent
Commission Against Corruption findings, which highlighted the role of public officials in pro'Jding frank and independent adsice to a minister and
noted that public officials continue to remain ulnerable to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a minister's wishes.

I wish myname to be withheld from the PRiAsubmission site: No
Yours sincerely,
Patricia Donoghue

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

16/08/20218:32:21 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 - 20:32
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Wollstonecraft 2065
Submission
I am opposed to opening these new areas for coal exploration because coal is a fossil fuel and releasing the land for exploration is a significant
step towards building new coal mines and burning more fossil fuels. lam highlyconcemed about climate change and wish the gceernmentwould
take drastic actions towards using renewable energy sources. This is the opposite. If the gceemment keeps apprceng new sites for coal
exploration and coal mining, its approvng more fossil fuel consumption. By blocking new exploration, misting mines will e'entuaIIyrun out of
(economicallyAable) coal and force a faster switch to renewable energy sources.
In 2019, 2020, and 20211 have seen the world burn in record-breaking tires caused by drier, hotter weather. Asa
year old facing a future full of
natural disasters, change awayfrom coal and other fossil fuels cannot come fast enough. I ask mygovernmentto stop releasing more land for
coal mining.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 16/08/20218:28:32 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 - 20:28
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam submitting on behalf of myorganisafion

Name
First name
jane
Last name
morgan
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Hamiilton
Submission
Dear Sir/bbdam

As a GP and member of Doctors for the EnironmentPustralia ,l object to the release of the Hawkins and Rumker regions for exploration for coal
mining.
The IPCC have just released the most dire report on the desperate state of our planet's en'Aronment due to human impact and have confirmed this
is due to human consumption of fossil fuels leading to global warming and climate change, causing increased frequency ofdimate events.
including prolonged drough,fooding and bushfres: loss of biodiwrsityand animal habitat alteration in rainfall which threatens food production
and an increase in wctor borne diseases.
To consider anynewfossil fuel projects in a countrythat is so blessed with solar and wind for a sustainable energysupplyand to act in defiance of
a report compiled bythe largest group of world leading climate experts is rash to saythe least.Ntsrallyreprehensible also comes to mind.
To saynothing of the disrespect it shows to our First Nations People whose original rights to this land are not being addressed, and who haw
neser ceded sowreignty.
Our organisation has multiple eidence based documents to supportwhat I have wntten.l wish to quote the NSW RodR/Hill Case which was
rejected on the grounds of its impact on climate and people: "not now, not ever" is the righttime to inwst in new coal mining wntures.
Yours sincerely
Dr Jane Nillorgan
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 16/08/20218:25:09 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 - 20:25
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Nigel
Last name
Rice
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
tul Nasura
Submission
We are already in a climate crisis that has indisputably been caused by human actiAIy, especiallysince the industrial revolution. The effects of
mining and burning fossil fuels has been known about and warned about for many decades yet those in power have continued to ignore the
science and we are now paying the price with extreme temperatures, foods, droughts, increasingly severe weather events, out of control wildfires,
rising seas, acidic oceans.... We are on a path to human annihalation ifwe do not heed the warnings and act now! The latest IPCC reporyt pulls no
punches. Fossil fuel exploration has to stop this War if humanity is to sursiw. This proposal should not even be on the table. There should be to
more to saythan that (the survi val of humanity- the species that least deserves to survive) however there are a raft of other reasons that underpin
whythis project !v1JST NOTgo ahead. Climate change \MLL kill manymore people than Co.id ever could and bring much more miseryalong the
way.
The surursel of ecosystems and species. Australia leads the world in mammal extinctions. Shame on us! The area in question includes one of the
few remaining areas where koalas live - an iconic Australian species that has been driven to the brink of extinction.
Mning undermines ourwater securityas well as food security. Humans cannot live withoutwater. We are one of the most and countries in the
world and we cannot afford to waste our precious water on mining which not onlydepletes the reource from for humans, plants and animals but
also from agriculture The water using in mining is contaminated and kills. It destroys ecosystems including trees which are one of our few
defences against climate change. The Amazon is no longerthe lungs of the earth as it now emits more carbon dioxtde than it produces oxygen.
Trees tllterwater, soil and air and we cannot survive without them. The provide food and habitatfor manyspedes not just humans.
The politicians, bureaucracies and companies today are the ones that determine if humanity loves or dies - literally We have run out of time to act.
The doomsday clock has never been closer to midnight than it is right now.
There are so many alternatives to fossil fuels coal that are already much more economical and pro.ide for many more employment opportunities.
There is no social, ethical or moral license to approve this mine.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

16/08/20218:24:13 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 - 20:24
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
R
Last name
Buchanan
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
2046
Submission
This news is appalling, giwn the news lastweek about how close we are to total devastation - the gods of coal must not be allowed to mine here,
or anwhere!Il!
Robbie Buchanan
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 - 20:23
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Ruth
Last name
Carruthers
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Yetman
Submission
lam against anynew coal fired power plants being deeloped in NSW. The proposal to mine vast amounts of coal in the beautiful, pristine,
Hawkins and Rumker areas is both outrageous and ludicrous. The time of profiting from this wriremelydangerous energysource is over. We
cannot adequately lower our greenhouse gas emissions while this sort of behaAour continues. Please, instead, switch to exploring only
renewable resources which will not damage our planet for tijture generations. The detrimental effects of climate change are already occurring but
we still have time to change course. We can do this! Leave coal in the ground.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker
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Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
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Name
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Last name
Nettie
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2780
Submission
I am opposed to the Hawkins Rumker area being opened for coal exploration. This is a precursor to coal mining and needs to be stopped now. I
oppose it because of the negative impact on water, native animals and plants, Aboriginal heritage and on the local communitti/s social, health and
economic wellbeing. I also have concerns with the consultation process.
I vsit Ganguddy-Dunn Swamp campground in Wollemi National Park several times a tear. I organise large groups of people, especial ly chi ldren to
also isit this area several times a year. This area is wry near the proposed coal exploration area. The people I organise to vis it this area always
low the experience and come back tear after year. When I visit, I enjoy seeing the nationally-endangered Spotted-tailed quoll and the Gang Gang
cockatoos that rely on an intact local ecological community.
Ar, water, soil and noise pollution do not stay within the boundaries of the coal mining sites
The coal exploration area contains high value waterways, covering over 63km of creeks in good or moderate stream condition, which are fragile to
disturbance. It includes headwater streams of the Cudgegong River in good condition, which is part of the Fvtscquarie River catchment in the Murray
Darting, and the upper catchments of the Gout bum River, which tows into the Hunter and thence to the coast.
The Rumker release area runs along 33km of the border of the Greater Blue kbuntains World Heritage Area. Concern has already been raised at
the VVortd Heritage Centre and IUCN about the potential impacts of eight mining operations on the boundaries of the site.
The proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Rt1stone, Kandos, Charbon and Clandulla; water flow to Mjdgee may also
be negatively impacted. This region recently came out of long drought. \/'iihat will happen in our ned drought if there is a coal mine using so much
of our water? Coal mining consumes approximately 653 litres for each tonne of coal produced. Even exploratory drilling can crack and drain
underground aquifers. Subsidence from exploration and mining can crack rock substrate and lower water tables
The coal exploration areas are lands rich in Wradjuri heritage. Publiclyawilable data reveal 26 separately recorded sites including rock shelters
with painted or engraved art camp sites and grinding grooves.
The area is part of a wry intact landscape with almost two-thirds of it covered in native vegetation and more than 10% known or potential threatened
ecological communities.
As mentioned presiously, air, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites. The Hunter Valleyis now
considered a pollution 'hotspot'. It has some of the highest rates for respiratory and cardiac conditions in NSW. Ar qualitywould be reduced due to
coal dustfrom blasting, mining and transporting coal. Mnes would transform the local area into an unsightiy, industrialised one and negatively
impact the mental wellbeing of the local population. Socioeconomic diides form, as locals are often unable to compete with the high wages of
miners who drive up housing and other costs. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas cowr approxrmately32,700 ha of land and
would directlyaffect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose theirwater, and productive
agricultural lands would be dug up or leftfallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stability for this region. This revenue stays in the pockets of local businesses.
Businesses that have helped build the tourism industry in the region include anetards, olive grows, horse studs, beef and sheep farms, ecotourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, soft furnishings and knick-knacks for example. These businesses are
incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines. Noise and mbration will dramatically increase with blasting, heaearthmcatng
equipment and machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7 date a week The noise will impact on locals, tourists and animals.
Mnes provide a flow of revenue to governments and their (mostiyforeign) owners, however, the flow on to local businesses and local communities
is generally not seen. The Hunter is the biggest coal export terminal, yet they only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes
overseas.
Mning is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and wryfew additional local jobs are created. Like manyindustries,
mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the nexifiw tears, mining is predicted to create just 0.4 percent of new jobs
across all ofAustralia.
Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates manyof the existing businesses as people stop investing or mow away— ewn if the
mine ultimatelydoes not got approwd. This has alreadyhappened in nearbyUlan, Wollar and B4ong.
Local towns close once the mines mow on as they no longer have the income from the mines theywere dependent on; and unemployment and
associated issues increase. This is the wryreason strategies such as transitioning communities dependent on coal mining in NSWare required
I low the local native animals.
There are several records of koalas in the Hawkins area. Ascientifc study undertaken by BioLink found that 71% of koala populations had been
lost in tire-affected areas of NSW after the catastrophic 2019/2020 bushfires.
Other moortant soecies recorded in Hawkins-Rumker include the criticallvendanoered reoent honewater and the nationallv-endanoered sootted-
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tailed quoll, which is relianton large, intact habitats with old growth elements to suwke. NSWBioNet has recorded 293threatened orendangered
species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
I understand that NSWhas a goal of net zero emissions as part of looking after our people and planet. This proposal does not help us achieve this
goal.
I have problems with the consultation process
The problem with a 'prceisional assessment'. If only preliminary assessment is done, the full edent of the social, economic and en'ironmentaI
impacts on the areas remains unknown and recommendations made for release of the areas for eloration based on incomplete information.
DPIE has said the PRIAwill be a desktop assessment. However, there is limited data for the area, so conclusions maybe drawn without sufficient
detail aaiIable. The depth of assessment does not sufficiently address issues that would come to lightwith a full En'Aronmental Impact Statement
Water is likelyto be a huge issue as the Hawkins Rumker Ganguddy-Kelgoola areas are instrumental to the health of the Cudgegong Ri'er and all
that relies on it downstream. This is unlikelyto be addressed in a 'preliminar' assessment
The Hawkins Rumker Reiew of Eceironmental Factors prepared bythe Go'ernment is fundamentally flawed. The geographical area does not
correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area,
and no threatened flora and fauna. I understand that this submission process is the onlytime the communitywill have anysayin the process until
we are presented with the NSW Cabinet's decision.
I understand that the PRlAprocess is as a result of the Independent Commission Against Corruption recommendations that there should be
community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industryand Enironment has been aware of these coal release areas for over a hear, het it
has onlyissued notices for consultation in June 2021. The community consultations occurred atterthe submission portal was alreadyopen. Inperson consultation was capped atfour groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in Midgee (there are oer 3000 people in the greater
Rjtatone region). Wth CO\ID outbreaks in Sydney, the in-person consultation mod to an online format, with less than one week's notice. The
area most directly impacted bythis proposal has poor internet connecti'Atyand contains many people that are not familiar with using the internet
tapected participation dropped rapidlywith the moe to online meetings.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

16/08/20218:07:49 PM

To:
Cc:

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 - 20:07
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:

Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Jillian

Last name
Pattinson

I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
Springdale Heights 2641
Submission
Director Energyand Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and En'Aronment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta N5W2124
Jillian Pattinson
Springdale Heights
N5W2641

Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

lam against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration
It is ob'Aous to anyone that we need to stop using fossil fuels as soon as possible. Carbon capture and storage is easy. Just lease it in the ground
Wth the climate changing as it is, with the increase in frequency and severity of major adverse climate events, planning to dig up more coal is
criminal. It further increases the risks to humanity and all listng creatures.
There are numerous other reasons that this exploration should not go ahead, but besides this they pale into insignificance.

Please think this through properly. Don't go ahead with it
I wish my name to be withheld from the PRlAsubmission site: No
Yours sincerely,
Jillian Pattinson

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 - 20:06
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
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I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
BINDA
Submission
I am a
and f
/s a student I worked in the Rytatone area and I know how important underground water sources are to local
farmers. Coal exploration and mining places these water sources under threat.
As a
I know that the records for the last 50 sears shows that temperatures haw already lifted more than 1.5 degrees. As
I
know that Iiestock will suffer heat stress with increasing global warming. Farming will become impossible if temperatures increase by 3 degrees
How will we feed the world then?
Mining more coal is lunacy.
Stop it now and go renewable.
Regards,
.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

16/08/20218:04:59 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 - 20:04
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
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Last name
Weber
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
RPNDA
Submission
Director Energyand Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and En'Aronment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta N5W2124
N]aus Weber

PCT 2614
16/8/2021

Submission for the Hawkins Ru m ker Prel i m i nary Reg i onal Issues Pssessment

lam againstthe proposed Hawkins Rumkercoal exploration. Myreasons and/or how twill impactme are outlined below.
I should not need to repeat here wtiatwill or should be well known to the reader. We are in a climate emergencyand we are facing climate
disaster. The climate crisis is already affecting almost all ofus, including in rich nations -but much more so in poorer ones. The facts are clear
we must actwith urgency.
Eliminating coal is the lowest hanging fruit in the fight against climate change. We have the technologies to generate electricity cheaply, deanlyand
safely—wind and solar, with batteryand hydro storage. We can do this eerhere in the world. There is simply no argument to continue to develop
new coal fields. Coal does not alleiate po'ertyo'erseas -it exacerbates it. It is not cheap -it is expensive. Coal leads to massive health problems
from air pollution. The extraction of coal is enAronmentallyeleremelydamaging.
Given the fact thatthe world is on the edge of irreversible climate disaster—we are approach tipping points at breakneck speed -to e'en consider
opening up new coal fields is nothing short of criminally insane. It is to be inured to the large-scale climate change - induced suffering we are
seeing playoutwith sickening regularity—the droughts, wildfires, heatwa'es, floods, the loss of likes and Ii'elihoods.
Ifou proceed with this proposal, you are hammering another nail in the coffin that is the future of our younger people. This is unconscionable. You
do not hae the right to do this.
I wish my name lobe withheld from the PRlAsubmission site: No
Regards,
Klaus Weber
Professor of Engineering

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 - 19:51
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
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I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
2444
Submission
This is a personal plea for some commonsense regarding supporting expanded coal mining in NSW. This proposal is absurd in the face of the
accelerating climate change and the world wide drive to renewable energy.
Australia faces trade and political ostracism from the developed world for its failure to act on an acceptable emissions reduction target
We are going to be best known for environmental destruction, leading the developed world in native species wdinction, deforestation and habitat
destruction.
There needs to be consideration given to the effects of this proposal on local communities with the prevalence of dust diseases in coal mining
communities, effects on groundwater security and local farming activity.
I can see few positives for the people of NSW and Australia in this proposal and I hope that a stand can be taken against expanding a ding
industry.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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16/08/2021 7:38:11 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 - 19:38
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Bullaburra 2784
Submission
lam stronglyopposed to the proposed exploration for coal mining in the Hawkins Rumker area for manyreasons. I have spent time working in this
area as a linesman during my apprenticeship and like taking mykids to Danguddy-Dunris Swamp, aery popular spot for camping ,canoeing and
bushwalking.
Coal mining in surrounding ares has alreadyhad a great impact on water qualityand ecosystems ,the exploration drilling can drain aquifers and
cause permanent damage to natural ground water systems. The springs feed creeks and rivers thatfiow into the Growee, Lawson and Cudgegong
catchments.
The Hawkins Rumker Reiew of Ecerronmental Factors also states that there are no known aboriginal objects or declared aboriginal places in the
area, I belie'e this is a blatant lie, not just a disturbing oversight.
There is also a lack of proper community consultation with no transparency in how the governmentwill eveluate the submissions.
Lets put coal mining in our past and protect our water, agriculture and wilderness for the future.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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16/08/2021 7:32:38 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 - 19:32
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
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Name
First name
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Last name
Dillane
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Katoomba 2780
Submission
Can I just say how astonished lam that this even being considered? This government has stated dearlythat moing awayfrom coal is necessary
and will happen. I could talkaboutthe beautyof the area, the farming, the local entrepreneurial economy, the water needs, the heritage - but I don't
think we should even have to look at that.
Please act for your children, nieces and nephews and go no further with this.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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To:
Cc:
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Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 - 19:13
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
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Name
First name
Andrew
Last name
Lamond
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Annandale 2038
Submission
I wrote the attached letter but realised thatthe post probablywont make it in time.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 - 18:57
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
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I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2320
Submission
I am writing to voice my objection to the proposed release of the Hawkins and Rumker areas for coal exploration Fvtjconcerns centre on the
en'Aronmental affects of this. There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could
be lost NSW BioNet has recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species.
The riparian meadows along Reedy Creek and Breakfast Creek could be lost. The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Coxs Creek is thoroughly unique and would be under threat
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatielyimpact on the value of the amazing World Heritage
area on our doorstep.
The world is movin h awayfrom fossil fuels and to propose a new mine now shows lack of awareness and ision.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2120
Submission
lam aghast that you would consider opening up new coal mines in this beautiful part of the country.
Coal has no long term economic future, and its lifetime should not be supported in anymanner.
We should onlycommit to the exi sting coal mines, not new ones, and ewn the existing ones should be phased out
The damage to the planet caused by burning coal is now clearlyedent, not just a thing to affect the future.
Apartfrom the environmental concern caused bycarbon pollution, which is of itself sufficient reason to stop coal exploration and stop opening up
new mines, the area proposed has water, aboriginal artefacts, and natural ece4ronments which would all be directly ad'erselyaffected bycoal
mining.
Congestion on rail links is another unsatisfactory outcome of anynew mine in that region.
Please do not allow coal exploration in this region (or any region).
Sincerely

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 - 18:46
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Joseph
Last name
Earl
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2100
Submission
I cannot beliew that the go'emment is ewn contemplating releasing more areas for coal exploration when the latest IPCC report has made it clear
that if humans are to surie on this planetwe cannot afford anyriewfossil fuel mines!
Has anyone in our government read the report?
The best case scenario now indicates warming of between 1.5 and 2 degrees C is locked in. If we continue to open new mines we will exceed 2
degrees of warming and that initiates tipping points where temperature can spiral out of control.
We followed the science for Corona irus and outperformed the world. Wry can we not follow the science on climate change.
Stop this madness now!
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker
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Submitted by Anonymous
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Submission Type
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Name
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I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Lithgow 2790
Submission
I'm OPPOSED to the proposal for the Hawkins and Rumker areas being opened for coal exploration. There's no need for more coal deelopments
Compelling scientific e'idence I see indicates that crossing the +1 .5CC global mean warming threshold (relatie to Holocene Epoch pre-industrial
age) is now inewiable, and will likelyoccur before 2030, irrespectie of anyaction humanitytakes globallyto reduce emissions in the interim.
Breaching the Paris upper +2CC warming limit is now likely, before 2050, even with actions more ambitious than the current Paris commitments.
On our current greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions trajectory, -'-30C is likelyearly-to-midwaythrough the second half of this century, and +4 and
possibIy+5C before 2100.
The US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOfA) recently published online:
"In terms of CO2 equivalents, the atmosphere in 2020 contained 504 ppm, of which 412 is CO2 alone. The rest comes from other gases."
Levels of the GHG carbon dioxide (CO2) eclipsed 420 parts per million (ppm) for the frst time in human history this year, measured and recorded
at the Scripps Institution of OceanographVs Fvtsuna Loa Observatory in Hawaii.
The paleo-historical rmdentiaryrecord indicates the so-called Md-Pliocene period was 3 to 4 million Wars ago, where the atmospheric CO2 lewIs
were in the range of 400 to 450 ppm, global mean temperatures were in the range +2 to +3CC (relative to Holocene Epoch pre-industrial age), and
sea levels were in the range 10 to 22 metres higher than now.
Risks of simultaneous crop failure in multiple 'breadbasket' regions of the world increase disproportionately between +1.5 and 2.0CC, so
surpassing the +1.5'C threshold will represent an eqonentially increasing threat to global food security, and geopolitical stability.
After warming exceeds +2CC, the melting of the Antarctic ice sheet becomes essential ly unstoppable, posing huge challenges for coastal
adaptation efforts.
If humanity cannot get its GHG emissions rapidly reduced, then ifs inesitable progressiwly more parts of the world will become uninhabitable
before 2070, with one to three billion people projected to be left outside the climate conditions that have serwd humanitywell owrthe past 6,000
years. Absent climate mitigation or migration, a substantial part of humanitywill be exposed to mean annual temperatures warmer than nearly
anywhere today.
+3CC of warming is described in the scientific literature as being catastrophic, and +4CC is likelyto be incompatible with the maintenance of human
ciulisation. Three to fw degrees is clearly an existential threat to human cisilisation, the damages for humanity are essentially beyond calculation,
and therefore must be avoided whatever it costs.
There is no carbon budget remaining for a safe climate for humanity. Three stages are now required for humanityto mitigate the climate
emergency.
1. Adeep and rapid decarbonisation of ci'Alisation as soon as possible;
2. "Negative emissions" or atmospheric carbon drawdown, at large-scale to get 002 lewIs safely back to well below 350 ppm;
3. Fvtsintain arctic summer sea ice cowr.
Australia faces potentially insurmountable challenges to its cities, ecosystems, industries and food and health systems if global mean warming
approaches the +3CC threshold or more.
On 18 Nby2021, an International Energy Agency (IEA) press release included:
"from today, no inwstment in newfossil fuel supplyprojects, and nofurtherfinal inwstmentdecisions for new unabated coal plants."
On 9 Feb 2021, the world's leading researchers on wholesale energytransitions, some who have been researching for almost two decades the
realisation of a complexand secure energy supplywith 100% renewable energy, haw summarised the findings of their research in a 10-point
declaration. The Joint Declaration of the Global 100% RE StrategyGroup includes
2. Atransformation to 100% RE can occur faster than current expectations: the power sector can transform by2030 and the other sectors soon
thereafter. Wth political will, a transformation of the global energy sector by 2030-35 appears to be possible!"
Despite the NSWGewrnment's stated goal to reach net zero emissions by 2050, various NSWstate entities continue to encourage and approve
additional new and extensions of existing fossil fuel projects, and inwstigate the release of new areas in NSWfor coal exploration and
underground mining. I'd suggest these actions mock the government's hollow aspirations.
For humanityto haw anychance of maintaining d'iIisation as we know it, compelling scientific eudence indicates all coal and fossil
methane/ethane/propane gas extraction and use that contribute to further GHG emissions must be rapidly curtailed and eliminated by2030.
Therefore, there is no requirement for opening the Hawkins and Rumker (or any other) areas for new coal exploration.
I urge you to REFUSE the proposal to open the Hawkins and Rumker areas for coal exploration. It contributes to increasing the risk of cisilisation
collapse later this century.
In conclusion. I draw wur attentions to some auotes from Professor H.J. Schellnhuber:
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a. "Political realitymust be grounded in physical realityor it's completely useless."
b. "Ifwe don't solve the climate crisis, we can forget aboutthe rest"
What legacydo you wish to leave your descendants and future generations?
Geoff Mell
References:
1. Table 1 in: https://doi.org/10.5194/esd-12-253-2021
2. https://gml .noaa.go'Iaggi/
3. See animation of the Keeling Cure & ice core atmospheric CO2 concentration data in the 0:0:59 duration YouTube deo:
https:/A.youtube.comM,atch?v=9UJsB4HseJs
4. See/hearfrom time interval 0:24:51 through to 0:26:45 in the YouTube deo: https:/Iwvw.youtube.comIwatch?st<2)&eGniHtE
5. https://doi.org/10.1016i.agsy.2019.05.010
6.
7. https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1910114117
8. See/hear from time interval 0:00:36 through to 0:02:24 in the YouTube deo: https:/Iww.yutube.com/watch?vhvT-6PZOyPE
9. https://umeo.com/527806796
10. https:/M.science.org.au/news-and-eents/news-and-media-releases/risks-australia-warmer-world
11.

according-to-iea-special-report
12. hUps://globallOOrestrategygroup.org/
13. https:/fw.ecaironment.nsw.gov.au/topics/cIimate-change/net-ro-plan
14.
and-feedback
15. https:/Tjohnmenadue.com/the-net-ro-illusion/
16. http:/Mww.ipsnews.neh2009/10/cIimate-change-four-degrees-of-deastation/
17.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Parramatta N5W2124

lam adamantly againstthe proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. Mireasons are outlined below.
I am
hears of age and haw property in the Upper Hunter. As such I have to regularly drive through the devastation that is the Lower Hunter coal
belt Stwn the recent IPCC report on the dire climate crisis facing humanity which is largely driven by burning of fossil fuels it is unconscionable
that the NSW gowrnmentis even considering such a proposal.
My objection hinges on the following 7 critical areas of concern.
Issues with the PRlAProcess
The Hawkins Rumker REFthatthe Government prepared is fundamentally flawed. The area does not correctlyrepresentthe Hawkins Rumker
area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna One
questions how the government can assure that anyfliture exploration licenses would include "strict en'ironmentaI management conditions to
protect native vegetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and communitywlues" ,when their own exploration process couldn't get it right.
The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the opportunities and incentiws for corruption in the state's management of
coal resources 2013, included recommendations that there should be community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industryand
Environment has been aware of the potential coal release areas in Hawkins and Rumker for a year, however they only issued notices for
community consultation in June 2021.
Community consultations were advertised for 29 and 30 July2021, het the portal for online submissions opened two weeks before this on 14 June
2021. The onlypeople in the region who were notified were landowners who properties fell within the boundaries of the exploration zones. Apart
from this, the onlyother notification proded were one-off advertisements in a few newspapers. This is not notifying the near1y3000 residents in
surrounding areas on Rhtstone, Kandos, Charbon, Clandulla, Lue, Dabbe, Oinda and Kelgoola. Vlthyis it thatthese people would not be notified of
potential new coal release areas when they receive their water from the potential release areas, and the coal would be transported through these
areas?
The community consultation meeting were capped atfour groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in tvlidgee. How could this possiblybe
a real attempt to have consultation with a population of nearty3000 people?
There is no transparency in how the Onwrnmentwill weight and evaluate the submissions during the PRlAprocess The Gowrnment has not
agreed to make the report on the PRlAoutcomes publiclyaAailable priorto its submission to Cabinet. This is also contraryto the Independent
Commission Against Corruption findings, which highlighted the role of public officials in providing frank and independent advice to a minister and
noted that public officials continue to remain vulnerable to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a minister's wishes.

Worldwide trend to mow to sustainable energysources
The Reserve Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to decline in the long-term as renewable electricity generation
becomes more vable.
In its Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Mning in NSW released in June 2020, the NSW Gowrnment describes one of its four actions is
supporting diversification of coal-reliant regional economies to assistwith the phase-out ofthernial coal mining
Australia exports 75 percent of its coal to Japan, South Korea and China. These countries have followed other countries in a worldwide trend and
committed to mow awayfrom fossil fuels, which will result in decreased demand for coal
This hear, the G7 has committed to end public support for unabated coal generation by end of 2021.
The International Energy Agency Roadmap for the global energy sector states the world's coal will decline to just one fifth of current levels by2040,
and to one tenth by 2050.

Water
One of the greatestthreats is to our region's precious water supplies. This area is rich in natural springs and bores. Exploration and mining can
have sionificant imDacts on the water resources of a local area Drillino can crack and drain underoround aouifersl0. 11. Once the water is none, it
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is lost forever.
Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and have destroyed biodiAersityin waterways.
The Rstone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas The upper catchment of the Cudgegong River feeds into the water supplies of
Ryistone Dam and \Mndamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Ryistone, Kandos,
Charbon and Clandulla; waterfowto tvlidgee mayalso be negatively impacted.
Wthout water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism, nothing to fight bushf res with.

Flora and Fauna
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost NSW BioNet has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species.
The riparian meadows along ReedyCreek and Breakfast Creek16 could be lost The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Coss Creek is thoroughly uniquelfi and would be under threat
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively impact on the value of the amazing World Heritage
area on our doorstep.

Aboriginal Heritage

There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We have a dutyas a
nation to protect these sites.
Significant sites have already been destroyed by mining and our laws are inadequate to protect thesesites

Impact on current local economy
Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas cover approsimately32,000 he of land and would
directly affect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural
lands would be dug up or left fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stabilityfor this region. This revenue stays in the pockets of our local
businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industry in the region include Aineysrds, olive groves, home studs, beef and sheep
farms, eco-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, soft furnishings and knick-knacks for example. These
businesses are incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mines prceide a flow of revenue to governments and their (mostlyforeign) owners, however, the flow on to local businesses and local communities
is generally not seen. The Hunter in the biggest coal export terminal, yet they only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes
overseas.
Mining is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and veryfewadditional local jobs are created. Like many industries,
mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the nestflAe years, mining is predicted to create just 0.4 percent of new jobs
across all ofAjstralia.
Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates manyof the misting businesses as people stop investing or mow away—even if the
mine ultimatelydoes not get approAed. This has alreadyhappened in nearbyUlan, Wollar and Bytong.
The cost of ling, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford, as they cannot compete with the high wages miners
receive.
Local towns close once the mines move on as they no longer have the income from the mines theywere dependent on; and unemployment and
associated issues such as crime, increase This is the veryreason strategies such as transitioning communities dependent on coal mining in
NSWare required.

Social & health implications
Ar, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
The neighbouring Hunter Valleyis now a pollution 'hotspot' and has some of the highest rates for respiretoryand cardiac conditions in NSW
There would be a lot more traffic, including heaWehicles on our local and rural roads. Traffic incidents increase from mineworkers travelling to
and from work. The qualityof our roads is already very poor and theyare not suited to increased or heaysload traffic. Historically, mines in this
council area have been loath to put moneyinto fixing anytraffic issues created bytheir presence.
Noise and Aibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heaearthmceing equipment and machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, and bycoal being transported out on trains and trucks sinning through ourtowns.
Trains and trucks are not covered and the coal dust and associated pollution from transporting the coal can travel for kilometres.
Mines can be associated with increased rates of alcohol and drug abuse, volence, sexual assaults, and other crimes in adjoining communities.
Health effects are already being felt as people experience ansietyand stress about the threat to their regi0n28 and economic stability.
Yours sincerely,
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lam againstthe proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. Mjreasons and/or how twill impact me are outlined below.

lam 42 years of age and hae been liAing in and usiting Dunn's Swamp (Ganguddy) and surrounds since 1997. Our children are Wradjuri
heritage and camping on countryis part of maintaining the culture connection. It is a place for ourfamilyand friends to connect and grow, and we
lookforward to siting again afterthe lockdown. The bushfres and cod ha'w interfered with our tsits, and after all the distress of the last 2 years,
to lose this treasure and important feature in our li ves would be devastating.
There is so little hope left for our children, and to do this will bring the reality of their fears into their immediate world. It is bad enough watching the
world being destroyed at the expense of the children, but for them to lose the small hope theyhaAe is heartbreaking.

You are probablyfully aware of the below esctence which further informs that this acttatyshould be denied, and all similar actmties noer approsed
Issues with the PRlAProcess
The Hawkins Rumker REFthatthe Government prepared is fundamentally flawed. The area does not correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker
area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna. One
questions how the gosernment can assure that anyfuture exploration licenses would include "strict enuronmental management conditions to
protect natie wgetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and community values" ,when their own exploration process couldn't get it right.
The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the opportunities and incentives for corruption in the state's management of
coal resources 2013, included recommendations that there should be community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industryand
EnJronment has been aware of the potential coal release areas in Hawkins and Rumker for a year, howeAer they only issued notices for
community consultation in June 2021.
Community consultations were ad'ertsed for 29 and 30 July2021, yet the portal for online submissions opened two weeks before this on 14 June
2021. The onlypeople in the region who were notified were landowners who properties fell within the boundaries of the exploration zones. Apart
from this, the onlyother notification prolded were one-off adAertisements in a few newspapers. This is not notifying the near1y3000 residents in
surrounding areas on Rytstone, Kandos, Charbon, Clandulla, Lue, Dabbe, Oinda and Kelgoola. Vhhyis itthatthese people would not be notified of
potential new coal release areas when they receiw their water from the potential release areas, and the coal would be transported through these
areas?
The community consultation meeting were capped atfour groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in Mjdgee. How could this possiblybe
a real attempt to ha'e consultation with a population of near1y3000 people?
There is no transparency in how the Government will weight and evaluate the submissions during the PRIA process. The Gowrnment has not
agreed to make the report on the PRlAoutcomes publiclyawilable priorto its submission to Cabinet This is also contraryto the Independent
Commission Against Corruption findings, which highlighted the role of public officials in proJding frank and independent adsice to a minister and
noted that public officials continue to remain Aulnerable to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a minister's wishes.

Worldwide trend to moe to sustainable energysources
The ReserAe Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to dedine in the long-term as renewable electricity generation
becomes more 'iable.
In its Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Wing in NSW released in June 2020, the NSW Gowrnment describes one of its four actions is
sucoortina diwrsification of coal-reliant reoional economies to assist with the chase-out oftherrnal coal minino
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Australia eçorts 75 percent of its coal to Japan, South Korea and China. These countries hae followed other countries in a worldwide trend and
committed to move away from fossil fuels, which will result in decreased demand for coal.
This War, the G7 has committed to end public support for unabated coal generation by end of 2021.
The International Energy Agency Roadmap for the global energy sector states the world's coal will decline to just one fifth of current levels by 2040,
and to one tenth by 2050.

Water
One of the greatest threats is to our region's precious water supplies. This area is rich in natural springs and bores. Eploration and mining can
have significant impacts on the water resources of local area. Drilling can crack and drain underground aquifers 10, 11. Once the water is gone, it
is lost former.
Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and have destroyed biodKersityin waterways
The Rstone Dam catchment is in the proposed wqloration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong River feeds into the water supplies of
R4stone Dam and \Mndamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Rstone, Kandos,
Charbon and Clandulla; water flow to Midgee may also be negatielyimpacted.
Wthout water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism, nothing to fight bushfires with

Flora and Fauna
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost NSW BioNet has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroysd, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species.
The riparian meadows along Reedy Creek and Breakfast Creek16 could be lost The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Coss Creek is thoroughly uniquel6 and would be under threat
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively impact on the value of the amazing World Heritage
area on our doorstep.

Aboriginal Heritage
There area significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We have a duty as a
nation to protect these sites.
Significant sites have alreadybeen destroysd bymining and our laws are inadequate to protectthese sites

Impact on current local economy
Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas coer approsimately32,000 ha of land and would
directly affect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural
lands would be dug up or left fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stabilityfor this region. This revenue stays in the pockets of our local
businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industryin the region include vneyards, olive grows, home studs, beef and sheep
farms, eco-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, softfurnishings and knick-knacks for example. These
businesses are incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mines prode a f ow of reenue to governments and their (mostlyforeign) owners, however, the f ow onto local businesses and local communities
is generally not seen The Hunter in the biggest coal eport terminal, yst they only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes
overseas.
Mining is specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and veryfewadditional local jobs are created. Like manyindustries,
mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the nestfie years, mining is predicted to createjust 0.4 percent of new jobs
across all ofAistralia.
Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates many of the esisting businesses as people stop investing or moe away— even if the
mine ultimately does not get approved. This has already happened in nearby Ulan, VVollar and B4ong.
The cost of Itang, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford, as they cannot compete with the high wages miners
receive.
Local towns close once the mines move on as they no longer have the income from the mines theywere dependent on; and unemployment and
associated issues such as crime, increase. This is the very reason strategies such as trans itioning communities dependent on coal mining in
NSWare required.

Social & health implications
Ar, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
The neighbouring Hunter Valleyis now a pollution 'hotspot' and has some of the highest rates for respiratoryand cardiac conditions in NSW.
There would be a lot more traffic, including heaWvehicles on our local and rural roads. Traffic incidents increase from mine workers travelling to
and from work. The qualityof our roads is alreadyvery poor and theyare not suited to increased or heayload traffic. Historically, mines in this
council area have been loath to put moneyinto thing anytraffic issues created bytheir presence.
Noise and vibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heayearthmoing equipment and machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, and bycoal being transported out on trains and trucks running through our towns.
Trains and trucks are not covered and the coal dust and associated pollution from transporting the coal can travel for kilometres
Mines can be associated with increased rates of alcohol and drug abuse, violence, sesial assaults, and other crimes in adjoining communities.
Health effects are already being felt as people ruperience ans]etyand stress about the threat to their regi0n28 and economic stability.

Don't let the future be lost to profit for a small few

Yours sincerely,
Amy Bell
(and children)

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Good day,
I am a concerned Australian who opposes anyand all additional coal exploration and mining within our beautiful country.
The science on the negati'e enMronmental effects of coal is indisputable. For future generations of Australians to have anychance atli/ng in a
countryanyahere near as hospitable as whatwe currentlyhcee, fossil fuels need to be kept in the ground.
I am sure you're alreadywell aware the negatFe impact coal exploration and mining have on the enironment, our ('eryscarce) sources of fresh
water and nearby communities. The health and longe'ityof these far outweigh the short term financial rewards of coal.
Please think of sour children and grandchildren who will one daybe looking back and asking wtiywere were een considering projects such as
this, in the face ofa fast en'ironment.
leNny thanks,
TimothyClifford
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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I haw considerable enronmental and social concerns about opening up this area for coal exploration. Gen the recent lPCC report, we should be
dKesting of coal as an urgent priority. These areas are also important social and recreational areas, presenting opportunities to locals and tourists
for enjomient of and education about our natural en'Aronment
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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I would like to see some action on climate change but all I seem to see is new mines being opened up. I would like to hear of some inno'afw
technologies but all I hear is "dean coal". I would like to feel as if the majority of Australians who believe in climate change and want dedsie action
are being represented, but wheneAer I turn on the news I just feel let down, again. I'm almost past being disappointed, I'm hardly shocked or
surprised that this government is tr/ng to pass through a new coal mine. The corruption and conf ict of interest between goernment and industry
is disgusting and motives have become so in favour of personal interest rather than public that you hardly deserw to be called a government
anymore.
Butto this mine in particular, look at the region you are wishing to excavate, during a time that is proposed as another mass extinction, you wantto
consider building an unnecessary mine in a region bordering a national park. Vhhatalegacyforthis government and the region of Rstone if this
goes ahead. The community doesnt want this mine and the world doesnt want our coal. Putthe moneywhere it belongs, investing in a better
future, not cementing us in a worse.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Please. Just read the IPCC report and ditch this dangerous and reckless proposal
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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To whom it may concern
I am opposed to the Hawkins Rimmer area being open for coal exploration as the head of the United Nations said we must stop immediately or
production of fossil fuels if we want to saw the planet
Regards
John Philpott.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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The Director Energyand Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and En'Aronment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta N5W2124.
rvbnday16 August 2021
Dear Director,
Submission on the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
I wish to state myopposition to the opening to coal exploration of the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas cceering about 32,000
hectares of land. 1st)! reasons are outlined below. lam not a local resident but I haxe 'Jsited the area a number of times since the 1970s, beginning
with my involvement in a public campaign to reserve the nearby WDllemi National Park.

1. Faulty PRlAProcess
Community consultations for this proposal were not adequately publicised Theywere advertised for 29 and 30 July2021, yetthe portal for online
submissions opened on 14 June 2021, onlytwo weeks before. Onlylandowners whose properties fell within the boundaries of the exploration
zones were directlynotifed. The onlyother notices were a few advertisements in newspapers. Residents in surrounding areas at Ryistone,
Kandos, Charbon, Clandulla, Lue, Dabbe, ainda and Kelgoola were not notified esen though theyrecei'e theirwater from the potential release
areas, and the coal would be transported through these areas. The communityconsultation meetings were capped atfourgroups of 50 people,
with one of these to beheld in rvljdgee. This is not an adequate consultation.
There is a lack of transparency in the PRlAprocess forthe esaluation of submissions. The Gosernment has notagreed to make the reporton the
PRlAoutcomes publiclyaxeilable priorto its submission to Cabinet. This is contraryto an Independent Commission Against Corruption finding
which stressed the important role of public officials in pro'Jding frank and independent act/ce to a minister and their sulnerabilityto pressure to
change their recommendations to align with a minister's wishes where transparencyis lacking.
2. The proposal is contraryto a world wide trend to move to sustainable energy sources
The subject proposal is a preliminary step to coal mining. This is at a time when opening of new coal mines should not be approsed bythe
gosernment in the interests of xeoiding dangerous climate change precipitated byCO2 build-up in the atmosphere
The ReserAe Bank of Australia, among other authorities, expects international thermal coal demand to destine as renewable electricity generation
increases in capaoty.
The NSWgoxernment has stated its commitmentto supporting diversification of coal-reliant regional economies as thermal coal mining is phased
out
Australia exports 75 percent of its coal to Japan, South Korea and China. These countries hxee followed other countries in a worldwide trend and
committed to moxe awayfrom fossil fuels, which will result in decreased demand for coal. This year, the G7 has committed to end public support
for unabated coal generation byend of 2021. The International Energy Agency Roadmap for the global energy sector states the world's coal will
decline tojust one fifth of current le'els by2040, and to one tenth by2050. It maybe expected that Australian coal and gas exports will experience
an increasinglyunfxeourable economic eoJronment as manycounthes impose punitise tariffs, taxes and other disincentives on the trade in fossil
fuels.

The Ry/stone Dam catchment is in the proposed wçrloration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong Rker feeds into the water supplies of
Rytstone Dam and Wndamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Ryistone, Kandos,
Charbon and Clandulla: waterfowto NAJdgee mayalso be negatkelyimpacted.
4. Flora and Fauna
NSW BioNet has recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA Waterways would be disturbed and
this could lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species.
5. Aboriginal Heritage
There are Aboriginal heritage sites within the affected areas, including art and ceremonial sites. These sites haxe been ignored so far. They should
be orotected.
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6. Impact on local economy
If the proposal leads to coal mining a significant loss of agricultural production may result. Aso, a substantial local tourism industry will be
atherselyaffected. Tourism in the region is centred on uneerds, oIie groses, horse studs, beef and sheep farms, eco-tourism, short stay
accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops. These actiities are incompatible with coal mining.
Coal mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Oerthe nentfe sears, mining is predicted to createjust 0.4 percent of new
jobs across all of Australia. Just the threat of new mines being deeloped aderselyaffects e>isting business operations as people stop inesting
or move away. This has already happened in nearby Ulan, Wollar and B4ong.
7. Social & health implications
Ar, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites. The neighbouring Hunter Valley is now a pollution
'hotspot' with high respiratoryand cardiac illness.
I wish myname to be shown in the PRlAsubmission site.
Yours sincerely,
Peter Prineas
Darlington NSW2008.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Hi
Why dowe need coal.
Investor in a future for the planet
Thanks
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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lam stronglyopposed to the opening up of the Hawkins-Rumker area for coal exploration. The recently released IPCC report (#6) makes it dear
thatwe must start reducing our emissions of greenhouse gases immediately, and rapidly. Een this will not be enough; we must also begin
drawing carbon diode out of the atmosphere if we are to hae any hope of staying below 1.5 degrees Celsius of warming. We are on a trajectory
that willl see an unlivable planet in the near future if we do not act now.
Even without the effects on climate change, I would oppose this because I have often been to this area and have found it to be a beautiful part of our
magnificent country and any mining here would seriously affect its natural beauty, as well as its abundant wildlife. This area is prime habitat for the
endangered Regent Honeeater as well as other woodland species. I implore you, don't even consider this proposal.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Lismore 2480
Submission
Another climate wrecking, water guzzling, air polluting, cancerous coal mine planned for our beautiful country. Please keep your filthy money, ideas
and investments for your alternative planet DO NOT DESTROYOURS. We are human beings, part of the great mother nature embedded in this
earth along with all other life. And Planet Band go and live there. Eat your coal and drink your toxic pollutants.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

16/08/20215:08:42 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 - 17:08
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Adam
Last name
Bartley
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Suny Hills NSW
Submission

Blindly ignorant; purposely consciously ignoring historic destruction and permanent loss of Heritage sites, endangered
Fauna and Flora.
This has to be stopped before it is too late
Sovereignty has newr been ceded.
Digging deeper into the dark ages for Non-renewable sustenance and energywill have unreconcilable costs for the present and for future
generations.
The world will call this countryto account
The unsustainable iVNrket will not exist in the very near future.
First Nations have alreadybeen subject to the failings replicated all overthe Country.
This has to stop now.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

16/08/20215:03:58 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 - 17:03
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Camberwell 3124
Submission
I am opposed to the Hawkins and Rumker areas being opened for coal exploration. This is a precursor to coal mining and needs to be stopped
now because of the following reasons:
THE EFFECTS ON WATER SOURCES
-One of the greatest threats is to our region's precious water supplies.
-Mnes have a significant negative impact on the water resources of a local area.
Ewn eqloratorydrilling can crack and drain underground aquifers. The supply ofwater in
creeks and rwkrs decreases.
-Once the water is gone, it is lost forever.
Coal mining consumes appromately653 litres for each tonne of coal produced.
-Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and haw destroyed
biodiwrsityin waterways.
-Subsistence from exploration and wining can crack rock substrate and lower water tables.
The Ryistone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The upper catchment of the
Cudgegong Rier feeds into the water supplies of Ryistone Dam and Wndamere Dam.
-The proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Ryistone, Kandos,
Charbon and Clandulla; waterfowto M.jdgee mayalso be negatively impacted.
-This region recenflycame out of a long drought vWiatwill happen in our nest drought if there
is coal mine using so much ofourwater?
•Wthoutwater, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism.
Wth what will we fight bushfres?
THE EFFECTS ON NATIVE ANIMALS AND PLANTS:
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost NSW BioNet has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species.
The riparian meadows along Reedy Creek and Breakfast Creek could be lost The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Cous Creek is thoroughly unique and would be under threat.
Mnes would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively impact on the value of the amastng 'Asr1d Heritage
area on our doorstep.
THE EFFECTS ON ABORIGINAL HERITAGE:
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk.
rcknyof these are not yet officially documented. The existing Hawkins Rumker Review of EnironmentaI Factors incorrectly states there are no
known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area This is despite the documented official records as well as local knowledge
pointing to manymore sites.
Significant sites haw alreadybeen destroyed bymining and our laws are inadequate to protectthese sites.
SOCIAL & HEALTH IbPLlCATlONS:
Air, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
Underground mines must bring the coal to the surface
The Hunter Valley is now considered a pollution 'hotspot'. It has some of the highest rates for respiratoryand cardiac conditions in NSW.
There would be a lot more traffic, including heayswhicles on our local and rural roads.
The quality of our roads is alreadywry poor and theyare not suited to increased or heavy load traffic. Historically, mines in this council area haw
been loath to put money into fixing anytrafficissues created bytheir presence.
Noise and vibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heaearthmosing equipment and machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7
days a week
Coal is likelyto be transported on uncowred trains, trucks or owrhead conveyors runningthrough our towns, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Air qualitywould be reduced due to coal dust from blasting, mining and transporting coal.
Mnes would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly industrialised one and negatively impact our mental wellbeing.
The transient and shift work nature of miners can often result in an increase in molenoe and crime in the affected and nearby communities.
Socioeconomic diMdes form ,as locals are often unable to compete with the high wages of miners who drive up housing and other costs.
THE EFFECTS OF LOCAL ECONOMrf
Large areas would be affected coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas cover approxi mately 32,700 ha of land and would
directlyaffect 180 landholders.
There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose theirwater, and productiw agricultural lands would be dug up or left
fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stabilityfor this region. This rewnue stays in the pockets of our local
businesses. Businesses that haw helped build the tourism industryin the region include sineyards, olie grows, horse studs, beef and sheep
farms, ecu-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, softfumnishings and knick-knacks forewmple. These
businesses are incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mnes prceide a flow of resenue to governments and their (mosfiyforeign) owners, however, the flow on to local businesses and local communities
is generally not seen.
The Hunter is the biggest coal export terminal, yet they only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue, the rest goes overseas.
Mning is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and wryfew additional local jobs are created. Like manyindustries,
minina is becomino more automated. reauirino fewer oeoole. Over the nextfiw wars. minino is oredicted to create iust 0.4 oercent of new iobs
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across all ofAjstralia.
Justthe threat of new mines being developed decimates manyof the esisting businesses as people stop investing or move away—even if the
mine ultimatelydoes not get appro'ed. This has alreadyhappened in nearbyUlan, VVolIar and Bj4ong.
The cost of lMng, especially housing, is often driven up to leels locals can no longer afford, as they cannot compete with the high wages miners
receive.
Local towns close once the mines mcee on as they no longer have the income from the mines theywere dependent on; and unemployment and
associated issues such as crime, increase. This is the seryreason strategies such as transitioning communities dependent on coal mining inN
SW are required.
QUESTION WHY WE NEED MORE COAL:
NSWgoemment's own net-zero goal
NSWgoernment's 2021 Intergenerational reportforecasts decreased royalties from thermal coal as international demand falls, both globallyand
from two of our major coal customers, Japan and South Korea.
The Reserve Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to deckne in the long-term as renewable electricity generation
becomes more vable
The International EnergyPgency, called for an immediate ban on new oil, coal and gas development
The G7 agreed to end government support for new coal power by end of 2021
World wide trend to mcee to sustainable energysources
The premise supporting the release of these areas undermines and contradicts more recent
government policies.
It even contradicts its own strategic statement about the future of coal. 'Cening up the Hawkins and Rumker areas is diametrically opposed to the
stated intent of "giving our coal-reliant communities time to adapt". This region is not reliant on coal. This reasoning is analogous to stating drug
rehabilitation is needed while introducing heroin to a community.
ISSUES WITH THE PRIA PROCESS ITSELF:
The problem with a 'prrsJsional assessment'. If onlya prelimi nary assessment is done, the full rndent of the social, economic and errJronmental
impacts on the areas remains unknown and recommendations made for release of the areas for ceploration based on incomplete information.
This will be puffing landholders and residents in a state of limbo, unsure if their homes and livelihoods will be lost As it is, some people are
wondering if theywtll bother rebuilding after the tires when they may lose it all again, this time permanently.
DPIE has said the PRIAwilI be a desktop assessment However, there is limited data for the area, so condusions maybe drawn without sufficient
detail aveilabla.
The depth of assessment does not sufficiently address issues that would come to Iightwith a full Enwonmental Impact Statement Water is likely
to be a huge issue as the Hawkins Rumker Ganguddy-Kelgoola areas are instrumental to the health of the Cudgegong River and all that relies on
it downstream. This is unlikelyto be addressed in a 'preliminarj/ assessment.
The Hawkins Rumker Review of Environmental Factors prepared bythe Gceernment is fundamentally flawed. The geographical area does not
correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area,
and no threatened flora and fauna. One questions how the government can assure that anyfuture exploration licenses would include "strict
enironmental management conditions to protect native vegetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and communityvelues" when their own
e)qDloration approval failed to do this.
Lack of transparency- No transparent method has been proaded for how the Government will weight and evaluate the submissions.
This submission process is the onlytime the communitywill have anysayin the process until we are presented with the NSWCabinet's decision.
Lack of real community consultation. The PRlAprocess is as a result of the Independent Commission Against Corruption recommendations that
there should be community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industry and Enronment has been aware of these coal release areas for
over a War, jet it has onlyissued notices for consultation in June 2021.
The community consultations occurred after the submission portal was alreadyopen. . In-person consultation was capped atfour groups of 50
people, with one of these to be held in Midgae (there are over 3000 people in the greater Ri4stone region). With CO'vtD outbreaks in Sydney, the inperson consultation moved to an online format, with less than one week's notice. This area has poor internet connectmtyand the people here are
not highly internet savvy. Eçected participation dropped rapidlywith the move to online meetings.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 16/08/20214:52:22 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 - 16:52
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Denise
Last name
BELL
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Wlloughby2068
Submission
lam joining the many people who are againstthe proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration.
There is no future in establishing any new coal wines in Australia and it is sital that our government heed the warnings in the recent IPCC report.
There are so many reasons why this proposal shouldn't go ahead. I can't beliewi that any experts you consult in making your decision would not
know them, unless your only consultation is with the mining industry or others with a wisted interest
Coal mining in this region would cause:
• damage to our waterways and our native animals and plants
• further air pollution and the consequent risks to residents' health
• risks to first nation's heritage sites, including art and ceremonial sites
• disruption to the community caused by the infrastructure, management of wrlracting and transporting the coal, i nflux of transient workers
• disruption to other well established industries eg thr/tng tourism -people don't come to see coal mines/coal trucks
• ad'erse effects to approximately 180 landholders and agricultural land
Profits won't come to the region and the only other apparent benefit ewir cited for mining is jobs, but few additional local jobs will be created as
mining is more and more automated and reliant on people with specialist skills.
• Only two per cent of NSWgowirnment rceenue comes from coal royalties -the other 98 percent comes from other sources.
• C*ilyll'e per cent of Hunter Val leyjobs are in the coal industry— in other words, 95 per cent of Hunter workers do not work in the coal industry.
And then there's the climate' Australian business, banks, the rest of the world is moing awayfrom coal and we will be leftwith a dinosaur— or
stranded assets in more modern terms.
• Declining demand globally, including from Japan and Korea, is forecast according to the NSWgoAemment's 2021 Intergenerational report
• Reserwi Bank anticipates demand to decline
• World moAement is awayfrom coal:
o The G7 agreed to end government support for new coal power byend of 2021
o The International Energygency has called for an immediate ban
o Relentlessly, sometimes despite gceernments, cities and countries across the globe are moing to renewable energysources
Your own strategic statement on Coal Exploration and Mning in NSW refers to a need for coal to gibe our "coal-reliant communities time to adapt"
Firstly, this area is not reliant on coal. Fvbre importantiy, haven't you had enough time to "adapt'? We ha'e had the signs for the need to halt coal
mining for decades. Future generations should not haw to pay the price for gowirnments that failed to heed the science and plan.
Denise Bell
PS. HaAe you read the IPCC report?
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 16/08/20214:46:31 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Man, 16/08/2021 - 16:46
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Tins Marie
Last name
Sheil
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
LEURA
Submission
Ganguddy-Dunns Swamp is a place tranqui lity and beauty and is enjoyed by many many people who regularlysit (whether to camp or on day
trips).
This area holds a special place in myfamils heart
Please do not let it be destroyed by mining.
Thank you for listening.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 16/08/20214:38:37 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 - 16:38
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Brian
Last name
Croker
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
GLENORIE
Submission
Submission to the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment dated 16th August 2021
lam againstthe proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration forthe following reason:
I ha'e read all the material contained in this proposal, for & against the project, & I wish to present my sincere objection to this proposal, under the
broad heading; NOT IN My'BPCKy'ARD. I heartily concur with all thosewho would be affected detrimentally, whom I regard as myneighbors, with
whom low & stand in solidarity therewith. You have a dutyof care to do no harm, I thank you fora faejrable outcome, in terminating this proposal
forthwith.
Brian Croker aenorie S'DNEY2157.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

16/08/20214:37:53 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 - 16:37
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Is
Last name
Guillemin
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Lawson, NSW
Submission
Dear Mnister,
lam extremely concerned that your government seem to even considermaythe exploration and development of coal mines anywhere in Australia in
20211 But even more appauled when I see which areas are considered. After the tires, the government! Forested landscapes bordering a World
Heritage Area are in peril because of a government who should protect them..
Theyare threatened as part of the NSWgoAemment's 2020 Coal Strategy.
I am writing to ask you to cancel the development of coal exploration and mining in the eight areas identified bythe NSW coal strategy
The impacts to biodiersitywould be irreversible. "Ganguddy-Kelgoola' is one of the proposed coal leases bordering the Wollemi National Park
and Wldemess Area and covers a precious area of bush known as Coricudgy state forest, incredibly precious to First Nations as well as the
inhabitants of the VVollemi and Blue Fvbuntains. The forest is home to nationally listed threatened species including the critically endangered regent
honeeaIer, endangered glossy black-cockatoo and the endangered spotted tailed quoll. Some of the targeted area is at the top of the catchment
for Wollemi Creek, one of the most importantwild rivers zones in the state. These ancient risers, flowing through deep gorges would be exposed to
toxic run-off from coal mining. The Wollemi Wldemess Area is also home to the Wollemi Pine, a species that has survived 60 million sears. The
potential coal leases also surround Ganguddy-Dunns Swamp, a significant site to the local Aboriginal peoples. The biggest equivalent bushfire of
all time started only20kms from here at Soaper's Mountain. Wth the local wildlife and biodisersitydesastated byfire, its now more importantthan
eserwe protect ourwild places and native animals from coal expansion.
The Greater Blue mountains World Heritage Area has no buffer zones and thus is at risk of these coal mines being constructed right up to its
doorstep—an unacceptable risk to these globally signif cant places that are unlike anywhere else on Earth.
Some of the sites identified for coal mines including Comcudgy State Forest are currently being assessed bythe Australian Heritage Commission
as part of a process to inscribe them on the National Heritage List as a step towards including them in the Worid Heritage Area itself. These areas
at risk are objectively of World Heritage Value and should be treated as such.

Australia does not need more coal resources as renewables are displacing the need for coal fired power. Coal is the most significant single
contribution to the dimate crisis. We are already eeriencing more eAreme weather events direcfiycaused bya warming world due to burning
fossil fuels. Burning more fossil fuels is onlygoing to make the climate crisis worse with more unprecedented storms, foods, droughts,
heatwases and fires. The 19/20 catastrophic bushf res witnessed the loss of over 1 billion native animals and 6 million hectares of some of the
most biodiserse forests in the world. Without urgent action, the situation will get exponentially worse—es peciallyfor our most vulnerable
communities. For a safe, liveable climate, we need to keep fossil fuels in the ground. For clean air, clean water and a safe future we need ajust
transition awayfrom coal This will bring us closerto the clean and abundant energyfuture all Australians deserve.
Please intervene now to cancel the development of coal exploration and mining in the eight areas identified bythe NSWcoal strategy—before our
world heritage is auctioned off.

Iagree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 16/08/20214:27:18 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 - 16:27
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Christine
Last name
Mfsud
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
Spnngwood 2776
Submission
RI the outset, let me say I am opposed to any new coal mining operation. The recent IPCC report strengthens my resol'e. Gowrnments need to
hearthis call and not be gi'ing green lights to newfossil fuel proposals. We have so much potential in our State to inst in renewables.
In relation to this specific proposal I haw sewral concerns
The area is one of great beautyand the area surrounding it attracts tourists. I know of at least two families who are hoping to setup tourist
accommodation on their properties. Coal mining is not compatible with small scale tourism. lterymuch faours big business over small grass
roots enterprises.
The area also has significance for Aboriginal people, being the location of several sites of cultural importance for the original custodians of these
lands.
I am concemed about the /sual impact on an area of great natural beautyand the potential negatie effects on groundwater.
The citizens of NSWha'e gone through enough in recenttimes, both in our cities and rural areas While coal mining might provide short term jobs,
itemcerbates climate change and damages an area of natural beauty.
ThankWu
Christine Mfsud
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

16/08/20214:20:44 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 - 16:20
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Mchael
Last name
Streatfeild
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
West Hozlon 2171
Submission
lam a retired NSW police officer. lam a father of four and grandfather of two. I oppose the release of the Hawkins and Rumker areas for new coal
exploration. lam fearful of the accelerating impacts of climate change and the future we are lea'ing for our children. lam worried not onlyabout the
en'Aronmental consequences butthe economic consequences of not embracing a clean energyfuture. The recent IPCC report on climate change
has confirmed myfears.
I have been verypIeased to hear of new renewable energy initiati'es proposed by the NSW En'Aronment Mnister, rvbtt Kean. For the NSW
Goernment to now open up the Hawkins and Rumker areas for coal exploration fies in the face of the new initiaties and the NSW Governments
commitment to zero emissions by 2050. E'en the International Energy Agency has realised the damage of continued burning of fossil fuels, calling
for an immediate ban on new oil, coal and gas deeIopment As the IPCC report states, we need to urgently transition awayfrom burning fossil
fuels so cannot understand why the NSW Government wishes to encourage new coal mining operations.
I urge the NSWGo'ernment to act in the interests of the public of NSWand cease canvassing coal exploration in the Hawkins and Rumker areas
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

16/08/20214:17:25 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on MDn, 16/08/2021 - 16:17
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Spnngwood, NSW 2777
Submission

Parramatta N5W2124

Spnngwood NSW 2777

16th August 2021

Submission forthe Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

lam 59 hears of age and have been Itang visiting the area for 27 hears. lam againstthe proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. M,reasons
are outlined below.

Issues with the PRlAProcess
The Hawkins Rumker REFthatthe Government prepared is fundamentally flawed. The area does not correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker
area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or dedared Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna One
questions how the government can assure that anyfriture exploration licenses would include "strict en'ironmentaI management conditions to
protect native wgetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage, and community values" when their own exploration process couldn't get it right.
The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the opportunities and incentives for corruption in the state's management of
coal resources 2013, included recommendations that there should be community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industry, and
Environment has been aware of the potential coal release areas in Hawkins and Rumker for a year, however, theyonlyissued notices for
community consultation in June 2021.
Community consultations were advertised for 29 and 30 July2021, yet the portal for online submissions opened two weeks before this on 14 June
2021. The onlypeople in the region who were notified were landowners whose properties fell within the boundaries of the exploration zones. Apart
from this, the onlyother notification provided were one-off advertisements in a few newspapers. This is not notityng the nearly3000 residents in
surrounding areas on Rh/stone, Kandos, Charbon, Clandulla, Lue, Dabbe, Oinda, and Kelgoola. Wnyis itthatthese people would not be notified
of potential new coal release areas when theyreceiw their waterfrom the potential release areas, and the coal would be transported through
these areas?
The community consultation meetings were capped at four groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in Midgee How could this possibly
be a real attempt to have a consultation with a population of nearly 3000 people?
There is no transparency in how the Government will weigh and evaluate the submissions during the PRlAprocess. The Government has not
agreed to make the report on the PRlAoutcomes publiclyasailable prior to its submission to Cabinet. This is also contraryto the Independent
Commission Against Corruption findings, which highlighted the role of public officials in prceiding frank and independent adsice to a minister and
noted that public officials continue to remain vulnerable to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a minister's wishes.

Worldwide trend is to mow to sustainable energysources
The Reserve Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to decline in the long-term as renewable electricitygeneration
becomes more aable.
In its Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Mining in NSW released in June 2020, the NSW Government describes one of its four actions as
supporting diversification of coal-reliant regional economies to assistwith the phase-out of thermal coal mining
Australia eamorts 75 oercent of its coal to Jaoan. South Korea. and China. These countries have followed other countries in a worldwide trend and
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committed to mo4ng awayfrom fossil fuels, which will result in decreased demand for coal.
This year, the G7 has committed to ending public support for unabated coal generation byend of 2021.
The International Energy Agency Roadmap for the global energy sector states the world's coal will decline to just one-fifth of current levels by 2040,
and to one-tenth by 2050.

Water
One of the greatest threats is to our region's precious water supplies. This area is rich in natural springs and bores. Exploration and mining can
have significant impacts on the water resources of local area. Drilling can crack and drain underground aquiferslo, 11. Once the water is gone, it
is lost forever.
Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and have destroyed biodi'ersityin waterways.
The R1stone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong River feeds into the water supplies of
Rlstone Dam and Wndamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of R4stone, Kandos,
Charbon, and Clandulla; water flow to Mjdgee mayalso be negatively impacted.
Wthout water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism, nothing to fight bushfires with

Flora and Fauna
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost NSW BioNet has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species.
The riparian meadows along Reedy Creek and Breakfast Creek could be lost The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Coss Creek are thoroughly unique and would be under threat
Mnes would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively impact the value of the amazing World Heritage area
on our doorstep.

Aboriginal Heritage
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We have a dutyas a
nation to protect these sites.
Significant sites have already been destroyed by mining and our laws are inadequate to protect thesesites

Impact on the current local economy
Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas cover approximately 32,000 ha of land and would
directlyaffect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural
lands would be dug up or left fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stabilityfor this region. This revenue stas in the pockets of our local
businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industry in the region include 'Anesrds, olive groves, horse studs, beef and sheep
farms, ecu-tourism, short-stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, soft furnishings, and knick-knacks for example. These
businesses are incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mnes provide a flow of revenue to governments and their (mosfiyforeign) owners, however, the flow on to local businesses and local communities
is generally not seen. The Hunter is the biggest coal export terminal, yet they only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes
overseas.
Mning is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and veryfew additional local jobs are created. Like many industries,
mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the next five ,ears, mining is predicted to create just 0.4 percent of newjobs
across all ofAjstralia.
Justthe threat of new mines being developed decimates manyof the esisting businesses as people stop investing or move away—even if the
mine ultimatelydoes not get approed. This has alreadyhappened in nearbyUlan, \Nollar, and Bong.
The cost of king, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford, as they cannot compete with the high wages, miners
receive.
Local towns close once the mines move on as they no longer have the income from the mines theywere dependent on; and unemployment and
associated issues such as crime, increase. This is the veryreason strategies such as transitioning communifies dependent on coal mining in
NSWare required.

Social & health implications
Ar, water, soil, and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
The neighboring Hunter Valleyis now a pollution 'hotspof and has some of the highest rates for respiratoryand cardiac conditions in NSW.
There would be a lot more traffic, including heaWAehicles on our local and rural roads. Traffic incidents increase from mineworkers traveling to and
from work. The qualityof our roads is already very poor and theyare not suited to increase or heaWload traffic. Historically, mines in this council
area have been loath to put moneyinto fixing anytraffic issues created bytheir presence.
Noise and Aibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heaearthmoung equipment, and machineryoperating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7
data a week, and bycoal being transported out on trains and trucks running through our towns.
Trains and trucks are not covered and the coal dust and associated pollution from transporting the coal can travel for kilometers.
Mnes can be associated with increased rates of alcohol and drug abuse, Aiolence, sexual assaults, and other crimes in adjoining communities.
Health effects are already being felt as people experience ansietyand stress about the threat to their region28 and economic stability.

I wish myname to be withheld from the PRlAsubmission site.

Yours sincerely,
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I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Submission
To whom it should concern,
lam againstthe proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. Fv1reasons and/or how

111impactme are outlined below.

Issues with the PRlAProcess
The Hawkins Rumker REFthatthe Government prepared is fundamentally flawed. The area does not correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker
area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna. One
questions how the government can assure that anyfuture exploration licenses would include 'strict en'ironmentaI management conditions to
protect nati'e vegetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and communitywlues" when their own exploration process couldn't get it right.
The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the opportunities and incenti'ws for corruption in the state's management of
coal resources 2013, included recommendations that there should be community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industryand
Enironment has been aware of the potential coal release areas in Hawkins and Rumker for a year, howewr they only issued notices for
community consultation in June 2021.
Community consultations were adAertsed for 29 and 30 July2021, et the portal for online submissions opened two weeks before this on 14 June
2021. The onlypeople in the region who were notified were landowners who properties fell within the boundaries of the exploration zones. Apart
from this, the onlyother notification proided were one-off adAertisernents in a few newspapers. This is not notifying the nearly3000 residents in
surrounding areas on R4stone, Kandos, Charbon, Clandulla, Lue, Dabbe, Oinda and Kelgoola. Wiyis it that these people would not be notified of
potential new coal release areas when they receiw their water from the potential release areas, and the coal would be transported through these
areas?
The community consultation meeting were capped atfour groups of 50 people, with one of these to beheld in Mdgee. How could this possiblybe
a real attempt to haw consultation with a population of nearly3000 people?
There is no transparencyin how the Coernmentwill weight and ewluate the submissions during the PRtAprocess. The Government has not
agreed to make the report on the PRlAoutcomes publiclyaAailable priorto its submission to Cabinet. This is also contraryto the Independent
Commission Against Corruption findings, which highlighted the role of public officials in pro'iding frank and independent adsice to a minister and
noted that public officials continue to remain vulnerable to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a minister's wishes.

Worldwide trend to moe to sustainable energysources
The ReserAe Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to decline in the long-term as renewable electricity generation
becomes more 'rable.
In its Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Mning in NSW released in June 2020, the NSW Government describes one of its four actions is
supporting diversification of coal-reliant regional economies to assist with the phase-out of thermal coal mining
Australia exports 75 percent of its coal to Japan, South Korea and China. These countries haAe followed other countries in a worldwide trend and
committed to move awayfrom fossil fuels, which will result in decreased demand for coal.
This hear, the G7 has committed to end public support for unabated coal generation by end of 2021.
The International Energy Agency Roadmap for the global energy sector states the world's coal will decline to just one fifth of current levels by 2040,
and to one tenth by 2050

Water
One of the greatestthreats is to our region's precious water supplies. This area is rich in natural springs and bores. Exploration and mining can
have significant impacts on the water resources of a local area. Drilling can crack and drain underground aquiferslO, 11. Once the water is gone, it
is lost forever.
Open cut and underground coal mines ha'e caused water contamination and haw destroyed biodi'ersityin waterways
The Ryistone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas The upper catchment of the Cudgegong RiAer feeds into the water supplies of
Rytstone Dam and \Mndamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Ryistone, Kandos,
Charbon and Clandulla; waterfowto M.idgee mayalso be negatively impacted.
Wthout water. there is no life There are no communities. There is no aoriculture. no tourism. nothino to faht bushf res with.
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Flora and Fauna
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost NSW BioNet has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species.
The riparian meadows along ReedyCreek and Breakfast Creek16 could be lost The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Coe Creek is thoroughly uniquel6 and would be under threat
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatiely impact on the value of the amazing World Heritage
area on our doorstep.
Aboriginal Heritage

There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We hae a dutyas a
nation to protect these sites.
Significant sites hae aireadybeen destroyed bymining and our laws are inadequate to protectthese sites
Impact on current local economy
Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas cceer apprcamately32,000 ha of land and would
directly affect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural
lands would be dug up or left fallow.
The people in the region hae built long-term sustainable economic stabilityfor this region. This re'enue stays in the pockets of our local
businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industry in the region include Aneyards, olie groes, home studs, beef and sheep
farms, ecu-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, softfurnishings and knick-knacks for example. These
businesses are incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mines protde a f ow of resenue to governments and their (mosflyforeign) owners, howeer, the f ow on to local businesses and local communities
is generally not seen. The Hunter in the biggest coal eqJort terminal, yet they only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes
ceerseas
Mining is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and veryfew additional local jobs are created. Like manyindustries,
mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the nestfie years, mining is predicted to createjust 0.4 percent of new jobs
across all ofkistralia.
Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates manyof the existing businesses as people stop investing or move away—even if the
mine ultimatelydoes not get appro'ed. This has alreadyhappened in nearbyUlan, V'411ar and By1ong.
The cost of liing, especially housing, is often driven up to lesels locals can no longer afford, as they cannot compete with the high wages miners
recehe.
Local towns close once the mines mcee on as they no longer ha'e the income from the mines theywere dependent on; and unemployment and
associated issues such as crime, increase. This is the very reason strategies such as trans itioning communities dependent on coal mining in
NSWare required.
Social & health implications
Ar, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
The neighbouring Hunter Valleyis now a pollution 'hotspot' and has some of the highest rates for respiratoryand cardiac conditions in NSW.
There would be a lot more traffic, including heaWehicles on our local and rural roads. Traffic incidents increase from mine workers travelling to
and from work. The qualityof our roads is alreadyerypoor and theyare not suited to increased or heaWload traffic. Historically, mines in this
council area hae been loath to put moneyinto fixing anytraffic issues created bytheir presence.
Noise and vibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heaearthmosing equipment and machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, and bycoal being transported out on trains and trucks running through ourtowns.
Trains and trucks are not coered and the coal dust and associated pollution from transporting the coal can trceel for kilometres.
Mines can be associated with increased rates of alcohol and drug abuse, siolence, sexual assaults, and other crimes in adjoining communities.
Health effects are already being felt as people experience anxretyand stress about the threat to their regi0n28 and economic stability
This is plain wrong, I implore you to see reason
Please do the right thing, don't be another pig at the trough style of decision maker.
Best,

agree to the above statement
Yes
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am opposed to coal exploration in the Hawkins Rumker area.
We do not need more enironmental destruction caused by mining and more climate destroying coal.
The process causes irreersibIe damage to precious water aquifers, and negatively effects local natie animal and plant eon systems
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Submission
The area of Rstone holds true value and beautyfor the community. Around Dunns Swamp bushfres raged onlya couple ofears ago and the
unique en'Aronment and animals are still in a long recovery. kiymining will further deasLate this pristine and communityloed land.
No to mining in R1stone and surrounds.
Kirsty Edwards
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Endorsing the construction of a Coal Mne makes zero economic or enironmental sense in tustralia:
1 does not need more coal 2. will be significantly affected by climate change at todays levels without increasing the use of coal chromewdension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkajwiewer.html?
pdfurlhttps%3A%2F%2Fwv.ipcc.ch%2Fsite%2Fassets%2Fuploads%2F2018%2F02%2FVi/GllPR5Chap25_FlNAL.pdf&clen=5333719&chunk=true
3. is a laggard globally on reduction of the carbon footprint to avert climate disaster and is at the top of the per capita emissions league table
chrome-edension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/siewer.html?
pdfurl=https%3A%2F%2Fw.ipcc.ch%2Fsite%2Fassets%2Fuploads%2F2018%2F02%2FWGllPR5Chap25FlNPL.pdf&c1en5333719&chunktrueand
4. has the highest renewable potential base-load potential per capita of anycontinent chromeestension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/siewer.html?
pdftirl=https%3A%2F%2Fwv.ipcc.ch%2Fsite%2Fassets%2Fuploads%2F2018%2F02%2FVi/GllPR5Chap25FlNAL.pdf&clen=5333719&chunk=true
The destruction of the Blong Valley will benefit nobody in the community and lead to longterm ecological ruin.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Submission
Please don't build this coal mine
This would be a stupid and dangerous idea on the basis that the planet is on a trajectoryof heating up at an alarming rate because of fossil fuels,
which already is and will continue to get far more catastrophic.. The new IPCC report has warned us -- whyinsest in more coal mines? Al a 24
War-old I find this deeply insulting to those of us who will be experiencing the damage of future catastrophic climatic events.
We need smart investment for the future of oureconomywhich is deeplygrounded in an inhabitable planet, running water, healthysoils and land to
farm. Expanding coal into this region in 2021 is a nothing short ofajoke, where is the social, economical and ensironmental reasoning behind this
investment? Where is the justice to the future generations in this investment? Where is the justice for the local VMradjuri people?
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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To who it may concern,
lam writing to express myconcems aboutthe planned coal mine in the Hawkins and Rumker area (or anyother area for that matter). It's so
important that we as humans do the rightthing to this planet Acoal mine is a step in the wrong direction. It causes a lot of danger and damage.
Aid do you reallywantto be partofthis? Please consider the following points of concerns aboutthis protect:
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost NSW BioNet has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species.
The riparian meadows along Reedy Creek and Breakfast Creek could be lost The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Cors Creek is thoroughly unique and would be under threat.
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively impact on the Value of the amazing VAbrId Heritage
area on our doorstep.
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk.
rvtsnyof these are not yet officially documented. The existing Hawkins Rumker Review of En'.ironmental Factors incorrectlystates there are no
known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area. This is despite the documented official records as well as local knowledge
pointing to manymore sites.
Significant sites haAe alreadybeen destroyed bymining and our laws are inadequate to protectthese sites.
Ar, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites. Underground mines must bring the coal to the
surface.
I really hope that you can make the right decision for nature, animals and humankind. We need to work to repair the planet that humans haw
abused for so manyyears and now we are in a Aeryserious crisis. E'eryaction from now is a make or break move. I beg of you lobe on the right
side of historyand make the planet again. It can be so simple.
Thanks for your time.
Best regards
Dan Stroede
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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lam writing this submission in frm opposition to the proposed exploration for coal in the Hawkins and Rumker regions. lam a NSW resident who
'isits the region but am writing this submission as someone who is concerned about the eruironmental impact of coal on the people and habitat of
the area.
The en'ironmental impact of coal locallywould be devastating forthis region including, but byno means limited to, its impact on water and the
health of the residents and local flora and fauna.
The erntronmental impactfurther afield is not something that can be ignored either. Wth the IPCC report out last week ging a wrygrim picture on
the global eceironment in regards to dimate change, this proposal to explore for more coal is incomprehensible and embarrassing to NSWand
Australia.
Water in regional NSWis life. Wth the increased effects of climate change increasing droughts and fires, all watersupplies thatare in the region
are required for the residents and potential risks that these disasters bring. The thought that the government would think it is ok to take these
resources fora projectthat is notwanted bythe local, regional, national or international communities is reprehensible.
Waterways are ecosystems that take time to culttwte. Once contaminated/damaged, the f ow on effects to the whole ecosystem are compromised
which then have down stream effects to additional regions and communities.
Coal not onlyconsumes water but contaminates it as well, not to mention the damage it can cause to underground aquifers through exploratory
drilling. Water is not in endless supply, once it is gone, there is no bringing it back.
The effects of water not onlyimpacts humans in the region but also the flora and fauna, which of course have their own ecosystems. The
introduction of coal to these systems is disastrous. The pollution of coal, the physical devastation of habitats above and below ground means a
complete destruction for this level of life. NSWBioNet has recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council
LG5 the government would notthreaten the lives and homes of people, and ysttheyare willing to consider threatening the life and homes of our
ensironment byconsidering this exploration of coal.
The effects on human health can not be ignored either. The
Hunter Valley region has some of the highest rates for hospital admissions for both respiratoryand cardiac conditions in NSW (Respiratory and
cardiovescular diseases
and cancer among residents in the Hunter New England Area Health Seruce, NSW Department of Health).
Pollution effects different people in different ways but should in no waybe ignored as a serious consequence of coal Coal mining not only
produced pollution through the production itself, but also through the heaystraffic that it creates, whether that is '1a rail or road.
Another area of health that needs to be considered is that of mental health. This PRlAprocess itself, let alone the potential exploration for coal has
aireadyhad an impact on the mental health of the local community.
The benefits do not outweigh the risks in this situation.
The NSWSevemnmenthas a responsibilityto the health and well-being of the people and the enironmentofthis region, exploration of coal 'Aolates
this responsibility.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Hello Director of Energy and Resources Policy,

I haw been 'isifing the Rstone area for several sears now.

If coal mining were allowed in the area, I would no longervsit M'primaryreason fortravelling is the pristine natural beautyof the area as well as
the peace and quiet that's possible to experience and enjoythere.

lam concerned aboutthe myriad impacts of coal mining on the region. Fvbre specifically, lam opposed to the Hawkins and Rumker areas being
opened for coal exploration and believe it needs to be stopped now.

Yet another documented set of effects that mining could hew on the region concerns native animals and plants. There are a number of
endangered species as well as other ecological features which could be compromised. Personally, when vsiting the area, the fact that I am able to
see plants and animals that are not widelyfound elsewhere is special. lam not interested in visiting an industrialized area thatwillfully
compromises its precious natural habitats.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Director Energyand Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and En'Aronment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta N5W2124

Mgnon Elizabeth Bonwick

Newport 2106

Date: 16th August 2021

Submission forthe Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues ,Assessment

lam againstthe proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. Mjreasons are outlined below.

lam 70ears of age and haw been isiting the area for the past 10 sears. I find this area to be refreshing after the confinement of metropolitan
Syiney. Each earwe isit and staywith friends at Rstone. I haw always treasured these times and enjoyed exploring the area.
I believe the Hawkins Rumker REF that has been prepared by Government to be flawed document It is stated that there are no known Aboriginal
objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area and no threatened flora and fauna. I don't believe that to be correct. I also understand that that the
area does not awn correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker area, It would seem the Governments exploration process is indeed flawed and has
not got this right
Community Consultation was not awn offered until June 2021 and then many people in local towns receiwd nothing. The people in the
surrounding towns would not know about the potential new coal release areas and yet theyreceiw their water from the potential release areas.
This is wryconcerning and would seem quite underhand.
Over the past 10 years at least, we haw been made aware of the Worldwide trend to mow to sustainable energysources. This year, the G7 has
committed to end public support for unabated coal generation byend of 2021.
Australia exports 75 percent of its coal to Japan, South Korea and China. These countries have followed other countries in a worldwide trend and
committed to mow awayfrom fossil fuels, which will result in decreased demand for coal.
In its Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Mning in NSW released in June 2020, the NSW Gowrnment describes one of its four actions is
supporting diversification of coal-reliant regional economies to assistwith the phase-out of thermal coal mining. So wtiyis this happening? I do
know that Pdani has struggled for supportfrom so manyintemational insurance companies. No one will insure them at this stage. Believe me
people do NOTwant these polluting mines in their backyard.
Coal mines need water and this particular area is rich with bores and natural springs It has shown that the impact of a mine and exploration has a
significant impact on water resources. Drilling can crack and drain the aquifers as it has in sewral areas of NSW. It can cause water contamination
as it has in the Tamworth area. This has a huge impact on an area and can destroywhole towns.
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species, let alone the flora and fauna
NSW BioNethas recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA This is of huge concern. I haw seen
the unsightly, industrialised area in the Hunter. It is quite a scary landscape. Absolutelyhuge. Mines near this beautiful World Heritage area would
definitely negatiwlyimpact this amazing area. Tourism would disappear.
There are a significant number ofMoriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We haw a dutyas a
nation to protect these sites. Significant sites haw alreadybeen destroyed bymining and our laws are inadequate to protect these sites. Pain this
will impact on the tourism industryand the local economy. Agriculture will be lost, farms disappear. Aid again another industry destroyed.
I know as a tourist I certainly don't go to areas to see huge open mines. Ryalstone for instance I have watched grow owr the years. It has so much
character. I haw also noticed more cars Asiting the area owrthe past 5 years(priorto CcMd) Businesses that haw helped build the tourism
industry in the region include Aneyards, oliw grows, horse studs, beef and sheep farms, eco-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants,
cafes. antinue shoes. softfurnishinos etc. These businesses are incomoatible with minina. Tourists do not come to see coal mines! We certainly
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don't
I understand The Hunter to be the biggest coal eortterrninal, het they only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Reenue; the rest goes
overseas.
Oerthe nestfi'e years, mining is predicted to create only 0.4 percent of new jobs across all of Australia. Is it worth setting up a mine here? It would
seem such a short term project. And would that help locals?
Vvhatwould the people in this area be left with, if the mine were to go ahead for a few sears. Possibly polluted water ways, certainly air poll uti on,
possiblysoil pollution.
Again take a drive tothe Hunter Valley not far away. It's full of pollution and people in thatarea sufferfrom respiratory problems and cardiac
conditions.
Wth the heayehicles on the road, roads would need lobe maintained, and itwould seem the esisting mining companies in the Hunter are
unwilling to puttheir hand in their pocket to remedythis situation at present.
I hope you will take these things into serious consideration for the future of this beautiful area
I wish my name lobe withheld from the PRlAsubmission site: No
Yours sincerely,

Mgnon Bonwick OPM

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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THE EFFECTS ON WATER SOURCES
• One of the greatest threats is to our region's precious water supplies.
• Mnes have a significant negatiw impact on the water resources of a local area.
• Ewn exploratory drilling can crack and drain underground aquifers. The supplyof water in
creeks and riwrs decreases.
• Once the water is gone, it is lost forever.
• Coal mining consumes appr0s1mate1y653 litres for each tonne of coal produced.
• ten cut and underground coal mines hae caused water contamination and have destroyed
biodiwrsityin waterways.
• Subsistence from exploration and mining can crack rock substrate and lower water tables.
• The Rti4stone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The upper catchment of the
Cudgegong Riwr feeds into the water supplies of Rstone Dam and ViAndamere Dam.
• The proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Rytstone, Kandos,
Charbon and Clandulla; waterfowto Mdgee mayalso be negatively impacted.
• This region recenfiycame out ofa long drought. Vvhatwill happen in our nexi drought if there
is coal wine using so much of our water?
THE EFFECTS ON NATIVE ANIMALS AND PLANTS:
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological
communities which could be lost. NSW BioNet has recorded 293 threatened or endangered
species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
ii Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and
threatened fish species.
The riparian meadows along ReedyCreek and Breakfast Creek could be lost The Swamp
Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of Coe Creek is thoroughly unique and would
be under threat
1 Mnes would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively
impact on the velue of the amang World Heritage area on our doorstep.
THE EFFECTS ON ABORIGINAL HERITAGE:
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and
ceremonial sites, that are at risk.
Fvtsnyof these are not yet officially documented. The existing Hawkins Rumker Reiew of
En'Aronmental Factors incorrectly states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared
Aboriginal places in the area This is despite the documented official records as well as local
knowledge pointing to manymore sites.
Significant sites have alreadybeen destroyed bymining and our laws are inadequate to protect
these sites.
SOCIAL & HEALTH lbPLlCATlONS:
Ar, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
Underground mines must bring the coal to the surface
The Hunter Valley is now considered a pollution 'hotspot'. It has some of the highest rates for
respiratory and cardiac conditions in NSW.
- There would be a lot more traffic, including heayssehides on our local and rural roads.
The quality of our roads is already very poor and they are not suited to increased or heavy load
traffic. Historically, mines in this council area have been loath to put money into fixi any traffic
issues created bytheir presence.
Noise and ibration will dramatically increase with blasting, hea\yiearthmoing equipment and
machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day 7 days a week
Coal is likelyto be transported on uncovered trains, trucks or overhead conveyers running
through our towns, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Pirqualitywould be reduced due to coal dustfrom blasting, mining and transporting coal.
ii Mnes would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively
impact our mental wellbeing.
The transient and shift work nature of miners can often result in an increase in volence and
crime in the affected and nearby communities.
Socioeconomic d4des form, as locals are often unable to compete with the high wages of
miners who drive up housing and other costs.
THE EFFECTS OF LOCAL ECONOMr':
Large areas would be affected coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas
cover approrimately32,700 ha of land and would directlyaffect 180 landholders.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Submission
It is nonsensical to be considering this area for coal exploration in light of the recent IPCC report.

Australia's total annual emissions are currently around 528 million tonnes of carbon diode. Iffullymined, this new coal area would release four
times that amount-2.2 billion tonnes.
NSWgceemment's 2021 Intergenerational reportforecasts decreased royalties from thermal coal as international demand falls, both globallyand
from two of our major coal customers, Japan and South Korea.
The Reser'e Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to decline in the long-term as renewable electricity generation
becomes more iable
The International Energy#gency, called for an immediate ban on new oil, coal and gas development
The premise supporting the release of these areas undermines and contradicts more recent gceemment policies.
It e'en contradicts its own strategic statement about the future of coal. 'ening up the Hawkins and Rumker areas is diametrically opposed to the
stated intent of"gi'Ang our coal-reliant communities time to adapt". This region is not reliant on coal. This reasoning is analogous to stating drug
rehabilitation is needed while introducing heroin to a community.'
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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I am opposed to the Hawkins and Rumker areas being opened for coal
exploration. This is a precursor to coal mining and needs to be stopped now. This proposal threatens water supply, local environments plants and
wildlife. It threatens First Nations heritage and cultural sites, which have not even been assessed in the EIS.
NSW has a netro plan that this project will undermine. Further the lateste IPCC identifies that we must stop further fossil fuel use if we are to
stabilise global warming and prevent climate collapse. This project threatens the future of everyone on the planet and should be refused outright
Please refuse this proposal and stop if being considered anyfurther.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Submission
Coal mining unconscionably pollutes our enAironment with toxic chemicals that threaten our groundwater, and it leads to carbon dioxide emissions
that trigger catastrophic climate change, with the release of methane capable of exterminating oxygen-reliant species across the planet, including
ourselves. Everyeffort should be made to hold this destructive acti4ty in check.
Catastrophic climate change represents a far graver threat to Australia than it has ever faced. It dwarfs the armies of Imperial Japan in World War II.
It is therefore time for heroic action to face the problem, and the best wayto do so is to support alternative energy which creates jobs and better
health for our dtizens.
So ifs time to stop helping the fossil fuel industry. rvbtaphorical ly speaking, it is time to stop the bNnes govemmentfrom selling pig iron to Japan.
Let's make some strong and positive investment in dean renewable energy.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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I am opposed to the Hawkins Rumker area being opened for coal exploration. This is a precursor to coal mining and needs to be stopped now.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Please do not open up the Rstone district to new coal mines.
Coal mining will destroy rivers and creeks that so many people lobe and isit.
It will also accelerate the greenhouse effect and therefore imperil the future of life and d.rlisation on planet Earth
Stop this madness now stop!

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Parramatta N5W2124

Ballina N5W2478
16 August2021
Submission for the Hawkins-Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
lam against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. Myreasons are outlined below.
Global mow awayfrom coal
To place myobjection in contest, the recent IPCC report and declaration of a Code Red for climate is an urgent warning to developed nations like
ours that we should not be apprceing any sort of large-scale dewlopment, like coal mines, now or in the future. This is an irresponsible act that will
contribute to increasing carbon dioxide lewis in the atmosphere, whether it is consumed in Australia or owrseas.
That is whydewloped economies around the world, such as the United States, United Kingdom and the European community are moing towards
more enironmentallysustainable methods of generating power. This year, the G7 has committed to end public support for unabated coal
generation byend of 2021.
Australia exports 75 per cent of its coal to Japan, South Korea and China. These countries haw followed other countries in this worldwide trend
and committed to mow awayfrom fossil fuels, which will result in decreased demand for coal. Recognising this mow awayfrom coal, The
International EnergyAgency Roadmap for the global energy sector states the world's coal will decline to just one fifth of current lewis by2040, and
to one tenth by 2050.
The Reserw Bank of Australia has also recognized the mowment awayfrom thermal coal and anticipates demand to decline in the long-term as
renewable electricity generation becomes more 'Jable.
At a policylewl in NSW, this proposal appears to contradict the government's Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Mning in NSWreleased
in June 2020, where one of its four actions is supporting diwrsificalion of coal-reliant regional economies to assist with the phase-out of thermal
coal mining.
Water
I work in the water and agricultural sectors and have a great awareness of threats to water that climate change presents. The area where the
exploration has been approved is rich in natural springs and bores. Exploration and mining can haw significant impacts on the water resources of
a local area. Drilling can crack and drain underground aquifers. Once the water is gone, it is lostforewr.
Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and have destroyed biodiwrsityin waterways.
The Ryistone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas The upper catchment of the Cudgegong Riwr feeds into the water supplies of
Ryistone Dam and Wndamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas threaten the water supplyforthe towns of Ryistone, Kandos,
Charbon and Clandulla; waterfowto Midgee mayalso be negatively impacted.
Wthout water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism, nothing to fight bushfires with.
Flora and Fauna
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost NSW BioNet has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species.
The riparian meadows along Reedy Creek and Breakfast Creek16 could be lost The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Coss Creek is thoroughly uniquel6 and would be under threat
Mnes would transform this beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively impact on the value of the amazing World Heritage
area so close to Australia's biggest urban area, Sydney.
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Aboriginal heritage
Fortoo long ha'e governments ignored the important Aboriginal heritage values of an area when apprcuirrg de'elopmente.g., Juukan Gorge in WA
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We have a dutyas a
nation to protect these sites.
Impact on current local economy
Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas cor approsimately32,000 ha of land and would
directlyaffect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural
lands would be dug up or left fallow.
The people in the region hake built long-term sustainable economic stabilityfor this region. This rceenue stays in the pockets of our local
businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industryin the region include vineyards, oli'e grcees, home studs, beef and sheep
farms, eco-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, softfurnishings and knick-knacks forexample. These
businesses are incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mines provide a flow of revenue to governments and their (mostiyforeign) owners, however, the flow on to local businesses and local communities
is generally not seen. The Hunter in the biggest coal eqort terminal, et they only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes
cuerseas.
Social and health implications
Ar, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites. The neighbouring HunterValleyls now a pollution
'hotspof and has some of the highest rates for respiratoryand cardiac conditions in NSW.
There would be a lot more traffic, including heaWehicles on local and rural roads. Traffic incidents increase from mine workers travelling to and
from work. The qualityof the area's roads is alreadyAerypoorand theyare not suited to increased or heavy load traffic. Historically, mines in this
council area have been loath to put moneyinto thdng anytraffic issues created bytheir presence.
Noise and 'ibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heaearthmceing equipment and machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, and bycoal being transported out on trains and trucks running through towns.
Trains and trucks are not covered and the coal dust and associated pollution from transporting the coal can tra'el for kilometres. Was can be
associated with increased rates of alcohol and drug abuse, Alolence, sexual assaults, and other crimes in adjoining communities.
Health effects are already being felt as people wqerience acaetyand stress about the threat to their region and economic stability.
I wish myname to be withheld from the PRlAsubmission site: Yes
Yours sincerely,

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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I oppose the opening up of the Hawkins/Rumker areas for coal exploration.
It beggars belief that the NSWGowrnment is still thinking about opening up greenfield coalmining - or isn't the Dept of Planning aware of the
Government's 2050 net zero emissions target? Digging up more coal to bum to add more carbon to the atmosphere will work against this target
We are already one fffii into the 21st century and despite warnings from scientists, our governments will not take climate change seriously.
However other people are. The International Energygenc/s, "World EnergyQjtiook", predicts that by 2030, global coal demand under the Stated
Policies Scenario is 9% lower than anticipated pre-CO'AD and 17% lower under the Sustainable Development Scenario, as well as being lower in
absolute terms, (lE42020). NSWTreasu0/s latest Inter-Generational Report has NSW coal volumes under the most optimistic "Higher Global
Coal Demand" scenario lower than current volumes by no later than about 2040, by about 2030 for its "Reference Case" and as already ha1ng
peaked under the "Lower Global Coal Demand" scenario, in which NSWcoal production is predicted to cease by2042. There are currenfyenough
coal mines approved and operating in NSWto meet projected demand for the nets thirty years.
Opening up the Hawkins and Rumker areas contradicts the Government's own strategic statement about the future of coal and is diametrically
opposed to the stated intent of"gi'Jng our coal reliant communities time to adapt" This region is not reliant on coal. As others have stated: this
reasoning is analogous to stating drug rehabilitation is needed while introducing heroin to a communityJ We already have a good, resilient, varied
economy in our immediate region. Introducing coal mining will not strengthen our local economy but only harm it. I know of someone already
putting their new venture on hold because of the PRlAand just down the road our community has witnessed the destruction, while even still in
exploration phase, of the once vibrant B1ong community- with Itnallythe store there now closed.
Climate issues aside there are other compelling reasons whythese areas should NOT be opened up for coal exploration:
• Negative impact on the community— even just floating the idea has alreadycaused much stress to hundreds of people It 80 affected landholders
plus their families plus many in the towns) and we are still struggling to recover from the 2019 fires;
• Negative impact on water resources (see other submissions for the technical details which I will not repeat here);
• Negative impacts on Aboriginal Heritage - there are lots of sites in this area which many locals know about but despite the documented official
records the Dept chose to ignore the presence of these in their 2015 Hawkins Rumker Reiew of Environmental Factors. This mistake must not be
repeated;
• Negative impact on and loss of biodiversity,
• Negative effecton the local economy not to mention the high likelihood that the coal mines in the proposed release area would end up
uneconomic (see above re reduced demand of coal) and be abandoned. The communityand NSWtaaerwould then have to payfor the cleanup and remediation of these stranded assets.
In the interests of brevity I have not given detailed arguments and references to back up mystatements as I know other organisations are doing
that No need to repeat it all. You have the information.
Our community implores you to abandon coal exploration. While we understand selling exploration licences raises revenue as does royalties on
coal, we now live in a fast changing world where new technologies and modalities of liing should present new sources of revenue to a creatively
thinking government.
Please do not open the Hawkins/Rumker areas for coal exploration.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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I live in Lake kfacquarie LGAand am a regularisitorto the Ryalstone/ Midgee Area. I believe that now is the time to protect our natural resources.
Tomorrow is too late.
OUR STATE IS PLREADYTOO SHORT OF WATER.
I am opposed to the Hawkins and Rumker areas being opened for coal exploration. This is a precursor to coal mining and needs to be stopped
now. Haen'twe learned lessons from History? See what happened in the SnowiRiwrto MirrayRierarea.
THE EFFECTS ON WATER SOURCES
• One of the greatest threats is to our region's precious water supplies. The recent drought we had a few years back on the Eastern Coast showed
us how debilitating it is further west When the earth is brown - your spirit is brown too —we need water and we need green.
• Mnes have a significant negative impact on the water resources of a local area.
• Even exploratory drilling can crack and drain underground aquifers. The supplyof water in creeks and ri vers decreases.
• Once the water is gone, it is lost forever.
• Coal mining consumes appr0xmate1y653 litres for each tonne of coal produced.
• Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and have destroyed biodiersityin waterways.
• Subsistence from exploration and mining can crack rock substrate and lower water tables.
• The Ryistone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong River feeds into the water supplies of
Rytstone Dam and \Mndamere Dam.
• The proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Ryistone, Kandos, Charbon and Clandulla; water flow to Mjdgee mayalso
be negatively impacted.
• This region recently came out of long drought. What will happen in our nand drought if there is a coal mine using so much of our water?
www.ryistonecfc.com www.facebook.com/rylstonecfcwww.tMfter.00m/NoCoalRyistone 2
• Without water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism. With what will we fight bushf res? THE EFFECTS
ON NATIVE ANIMALS AND PLANTS:
• There are a lot of endangered fora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost. NSW BioNet has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
• Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss of fish habitat and threatened fish species.
• The riparian meadows along ReedyCreek and Breakfast Creek could be lost. The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Coa Creek is thoroughly unique and would be under threat.
• Mnes would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively impact on the value of the amang World Heritage
area on our doorstep. THE EFFECTS ON ABORIGINAL HERITAGE:
• There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk.
• kbnyof these are not yet officially documented. The existing Hawkins Rumker Re'Aew of Ecuironmental Factors incorrectly states there are no
known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area. This is despite the documented official records as well as local knowledge
pointing to manymore sites.
• Significant sites have alreadybeen destroyed bymining and our laws are inadequate to protect these sites.
SOCIAL & HEALTH lkFLlCATlONS:
• Air, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites. Underground mines must bring the coal to the
surface• The Hunter Valley is now considered a pollution 'hotspot' It has some of the highest rates for respiratory and cardiac conditions in NSW.•
There would be a lot more traffic, including heavy vehicles on our local and rural roads.
• The quality of our roads is alreadyery poor and theyare not suited to increased or heavy load traffic. Historically, mines in this council area have
been loath to put money into firing anytraffic issues created bytheir presence.
• Noise and mbration will dramatically increase with blasting, heaysearthmoing equipment and machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day,
7 days a week
• Coal is likelyto be transported on uncovered trains, trucks or overhead conveyors running through our towns, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
• Ar qualitywould be reduced due to coal dust from blasting, mining and transporting coal. Mnes would transform our beautiful area into an
unsightly, industrialised one and negatively impact our mental wellbeing.
• The transient and shift work nature of miners can often result in an increase in volence and crime in the affected and nearby communities.
• Socioeconomic diedes form, as locals are often unable to compete with the high wages of miners who drive up housing and other costs.
THE EFFECTS OF LOCAL ECONOMY:
• Large areas would be affected coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas cover approximately 32,700 ha of land and would
directly affect 180 landholders. www.rytstonecfc.com www.facebook.com/ryistonecfc www.twitter.com/NoCoalRt4stone 3
• There will bee loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural lands would be dug up or left
fallow.
• The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stabilityfor this region. This revenue stays in the pockets of our local
businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industry in the region include vineyards, olive groves, horse studs, beef and sheep
farms, eco-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, softfurnishings and knick-knacks for example. These
businesses are incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines
• Mnes provide a flow of revenue to governments and their (mostiyforeign) owners, however, the flow on to local businesses and local
communities is generallynot seen.
• The Hunter is the biggest coal export terminal, yet theyonly contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes overseas.
https://australiainstitute.org.au/report/seeing-through-the-dust-coal-in-the-hunter-xalley-economy/
• Mning is specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and very few additional local jobs are created. Like many industries
mmmci is becomino more automated. reauirino fewer neonle. Over the nen!fi'e wars. minino is oredicted to create iust 0.4 oercent of new iobs
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across all ofAjstralia.
• Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates many of the eshng businesses as people stop investing or move away—even if the
mine ultimately does not get approved. This has already happened in nearby Ulan, VVollar and B4ong.
• The cost of hAng, especially housing, is often driven up to laels locals can no longer afford
The Hawkins Rumker Reiew of Eceironmental Factors prepared bythe Government is fundamentally flawed. The geographical area does not
correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area,
and no threatened flora and fauna. One questions how the government can assure that anyfuture alorahon licenses would include "strict
enironmental management conditions to protect native vegetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and community values" when their own
esploration approval failed to do this.
• Lack of transparency - No transparent method has been prceidad
These area veryfiew of the issues concerning us. Bea States person-step up to the plate and make decisions which enable and benefit the local
community.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Director Energyand Resources Policy
NSW Department of Planning, Industryand Enironment,
Dear Sir/Ntr,
lam wryconcerned atthe possibilitythatthe Hawkins and Rumker lots near Midgee will be open to exploration forcoal.
1. This must not go ahead, especiallydue to the recent findings of the IPPC. Coal must be left in the ground ifwe are to survive well on this planet
2. Thatthese original Wradjuri lands will be opened up to mining if the approvals go ahead is a further insult to the traesfies that ha'e been 'visited
on the people, and culture, and cultural heritage of the vvtradjuri people. There are o'er 20 known sites ofAbonginal cultural wlue on this land they must not be endangered bythis proposal.
3. The 'alues of the beautiful land, waters, and biodiversityof the area must be placed overthe value of dirtycoal and the CO2 pollution that itwill
create. Even if itwas onlythe preservation of Koala habitatto be taken into account, then this approval must not go ahead.
No to this proposal for dirtycoal mining.
Yours sincerely
Cesidio Parissi, PhD.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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